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PREFACE 
The Contents of this little book constitute an adaptation 

of the Series of lectures in Kannada delivered by me at Mysore 
during the Thirtyninth Salikara Saptaham which lasted from 
21-4-1969 to 29-4-1969 both days inclusive. The substance of 
these lectures has been published in the Kannada philosophical 
monthly, "Adhyatma Prakasha". 

I have rearranged and somewhat enlarged upon the 
original speeches in order to make this work self~omplete as 
far as possible. I hope that this attempt will be of some assistance 
to the critical reader in appreciating Salikara's interpretation 
of the Upanishads and their essential teaching. I am grateful to 
the authorities of the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya for having 
undertaken to publish the work even in its imcomplete form. 
My heartfelt Narayal)a Smaral)ams to all those-that have 
contributed to make this publication <tsuccess. 

Holenarsipur Swami Satchidanandendra Saraswati 
25-9-1969 

PUBLISHER'S NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

In deference to an increasing public demand for tbis 
edifying treatise of Swamiji, of revered memory, we take 
pleasure in bringing out this second edition. 

Holenarsipur 
20-3-1996 
(Ugadi Day) 

Thandaveshwar Arkalgud 
Chairman 
A. P. Karyalaya 



INTRODUCTION 

THE TWO SETS OF UPANISHADIC TEACHING 

The Upanishads contain two sets of teaching regarding 
Brahman or Reality, addressed to two different levels of the 
mind To the highest grade of the aspirants, belongs the disciple 
who has attained the mental equipment necessary for entering 
upon the course of study, either in this birth or possesses an 
introvert mind as a result of discipline undergone in his last 
lives, qualifying him to grasp the teaching imparted in the Sruti. 

This class of seekers comprises two grades. The first 
needs only reminding of the true nature of one's Self by the 
Sruti through an experienced adept who has himself 
experienced the truths of Vedanta, while the second requires 
guidance for the contemplation of the spiritual steps through 
which one has ultimately to reach that same Self. It is to this 
class of both the grades that the present booklet is expected to 
'be of some assistance in the study of Vedanta 

Th~ other set of Upanishadic teachings according to 
&1I1kara, consists of injunctions for the meditation of the so
called Apara Oower) Brahman. This meditation is a mystical 
discipline, quite different from the practice of contemplation 
or the Adhyatma-Y6ga (referred to in the present works on 
page 84), which leads the seeker to the direct realization of 
Brahman in this very life. Like the meditation taught in the 
non-Hindu religions, Upanishadic Meditation of Brahman also 
assures eschatological benefits in the Highest Heaven, here 
called the Brahma-Ioka. A separate treatise would be necessary 
for the guidance of the students of this class, whose practice of 
meditation is to be mainly founded on faith and hope. It may 
be remarked, in passing, that Upanishadic mysticism is perfectly 
rational in that it rests on the secure foundation of the proven 
results that <;an be experienced in this very life, by disciples of 
the first class mentioned above.* 

* For the benefit of the students who are tolerably well 
acquainted with Sanskrit, a small book called the 
"Brahmavwyarahasyav;vrtf' has been published in the Karyalaya It 
contains instructions in meditation of the Apara-Brahman as well as 
the method of realizing the Para-Brahman. 



THE CORRECT VEDANTIC TRADITION 

Of the teachers whose Vedantic works have survived up 
to our times, three famous repositories of this genuine tradition 
deserve mention here. It was Sri Gau4apadacharya and 
subsequently Sri Sailkaracharya and Sri Suresvaracharya, that 
clearly pointed to the true line of demarcation between the two 
~ets of Upanishadic teachings to which we have here drawn 
the student's attention. Before and after the time of those 
stalwart champions we find that Upanishadic teachings have 
been uniformly treWfed by all interpreters as leading to some 
one of the systems which are mostly a conglomeration of the 
logical and mystical doctrines with a sprinkling of the Sankya 
or the YOga system or both. In controversial works on Vedanta 
brought out in recent times we find an inclination to succumb 
to the temptation of using the phraseology of Neo-logic also. 

Sri Sailkara was perhaps the first Vedantin to lay 
emphasis on the traditional method of Adh yiiropa-Apa vada and 
to disentangle the Upanishad texts purporting to reveal the true 
nature·of Brahman as the non-dual Self of all the phenomenal 
world from the texts which have the sole purpose of enjoining 
meditation. He was also the first to extricate the UpanishaJic 
teaching from the exclusively theological trends to which they 
we're drifting in the hands of the ancient Advaitins. His 
clarification of certain Vedantic concepts and principles of 
interpretation to be applied to the Upanishadic teaching as 
contrasted with that of the Karma-kanda (portion of the Vedas 
treating religious works) has greatly helped us to see how the 
Upanishads are not mere authoritative mystical utterances to 
be implicitly believed in, but contain certain revelations which 
take us to direct intuition here and now of undeniabl~ verities 
with regard to our Real Self. 

It is with the object of drawing the attention of the critical 
student of Sailkara's Vedanta to the genuine aspect of Vedantic 
reasoning based upon intuitions, that I have been making a 
sustained attempt by writing a number of books in Sanskrit 
and English as well as in Kannada. The following pages contain 
a systematic account of ~he clarification of certain Vedantic 
concepts as presented in Sankara's classical writings, especially 
in his Siitra-Bhashya. It is an adaptation of the substance of 



the Kannada lectures delivered by me during the Sankara
SapHiham celebrations at Mysore in April this year. I shall feel 
amply repaid for the trouble taken in its preparation if it adds 
in any way to a better understanding of the matter and method 
of Sankara's Vedanta on the part of earnest seekers of truth. 

My heartfelt Narayal).a Smaral).ams to Swami 
Brahmanandendra Saraswati and Sri N. S. Ranga Swamy, who 
went through the manuscript and offered suggestions for the 
improvement of the work. 

My Narayal).a Smaral).ams also to the authorities of the 
Adhyatma Prakash a Karyalaya, who have undertaken the 
publication of the booklet as they have done with regard to my 
other writings. May Bhagavan Narayal).a be pleased with this 
.humble offering of my endeavour to present Sankara's view of 
Vedanta, as I understand it. 

Holenarsipur Swami Satchidanandendra Saraswati 
25-9-1969 
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II~II 

SANKARA'S CLARIFICATION 
OF CERTAIN 

VEDANTIC CONCEPTS 

1. THE ATMAN 

1. One of the great obstacles in the way of those 
who try to understand the real teaching of the 
Upanishads, seems to be the want of sufficient efforts 
to determine the exact significance of certain 
fundamental concepts common to all of them. An 
attempt will be made in the following pages to discuss 
some of the most important of such concepts, in the 
light of SaIikara's Bhashya, the most ancient one 
available on the Badarayal~ta's Siitras. 

The concept that deserves our foremost attention is 
obviously that of the Atman. Sankara introduces his 
Bhashya with the declaration that all the Upanishads 
purport to teach the Knowledge of the Unity of Atman 
(A tmaikatva-Vidyii-Pratipattaye) . 

2. And this is in harmony with the teaching of the 
Upanishads themselves. The Mll1:uJukya Upanishad, for 
instance, says that Atman is Brahman (~ 11"81') 
and says that Brahman which is unobjectifiable ·has to 
be "realized solely by means of the concept of -Atman 
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Nq;I(qSlf4~~I('{ Ma. 7)", and Mur-t;laka declares that 
Brahman which is the Light of lights, only the knowers 
of A.tman can know (~ ~ ;;JJf(1~E1GI(qfct~fctS: 
Mu.2-2-1O). The Bhashya on that Upanishad explains 
the passage thus: "Only those that follow the trail of 
the concept of Atman, can know it and not those that 
pursue the concepts of external objects, for it is the 
brightest light within (~ ~1(qfctG~rns: ~1(qSlf4~lj~If(UI: I 

~ trt ~:. ~ (f l{Cf ~:, ~ ilI5mISlf44Ij~If(UI: 
Mu. 2-2-10)." Again the B~hadaraI}.yaka says: 

lJ m-S(f ~q;9qIJt ;r lJ ~GI1iMl ~S(f ~ 
~C4f4IJ.1ti1cOql~jcll" ~ "wi ~ ~ Ii 

"So whosoever devotes himself to anyone of these concepts, 
he knows not the truth; for he becomes only partial by 
being tied to these ideas severally. One should therefore 
regard oneself as t~e A.tman alone, for herein are 
comprehended all these ideas." Br. 1-4-7. 

This Sruti says that to regard oneself as the living 
soul, as a speaker, seer, hearer, or thinker, is to conceive 
oneself but partially; for these are notions drawn 
exclusively from the functions of the soul. But the 
most comprehensive way of regarding oneself is to 
think of oneself as the Atman, for in the Atman all the 
other aspects are coqtprehended. 

In the Chiindogya again, we find the following text: 

lJ ~ v:msfol~\1GIfi4f'i~ "wi ~ lJ amqr mqqfu 
~Ii 

"As for this subtle principle, all this Universe has it for its 
essence. That is Reality, that is the A.tman, that thou art, 0 
Svetaketu." Ch.6-14-3. 
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It is obvious that the word 'Atman' here refers to 
the Reality underlying all the phenomenal world, and 
that each individual soul is identical with it. 

3. The word Atman is used in Sanskrit as a reflexive 
or emphatic pronoun also like words compounded with 
self in English. It then denotes the individual or 
individuals denoted by the antecedent noun or pronoun. 
For example, in ~ ~ 1JW ~ (I am going to my 
house), ~ ~ 1JW ~: (We go each to his house), 
~ ~ 1JW ~: (Devdatta went to his house), '(Cfl{. 
~ 1JW ~ (you are going to your house) etc., the 
word a:rnq:f: means my own, our own, his own, and 
your own. But as used in the above~ited texts, it is 
clear ~hat the word is no pronoun but denotes the 
essential real nature of the whole world of animate 
and inanimate beings. 

4. Basing himself on a passage in the 
Bl'hadaranyaka (3-9-26) SaIikara calls this Atman the 
Upanishadic person (~: ~:) and says, 

(~) "m-sm ;:sqr;ijqMc:umald: ~~. ~, ... ;mfr 
~ ~ ~ en"~, 'll ~ 4fd4t'41t441' 
{GJ· ~-~-~~n $t'41t44~IileJ((, amq;m Slt'410QI~q~Iij<4(C41t(, 

~ l{Cf f.mcfiffl ~s~ 11" 

"Now this Purusha, who is known only from the 
Upanishads, and who is not a transmigratory soul but 
Brahman itself, it is not possible to assert that this Purusha 
does not exist, or that he cannot be known. For in the 
passage 'Now this is the Atman, described as not this, not 
this' (Sr. 3-9-26) this Purusha is referred to by the word 
Atman (the Self), and it. is impossible to deny one's own 
Self, because the very denier is himself the Atman" 

SBh.l-l-4 
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Here Sankara says in so many words, that the A.tman 
is the real Self of each one of us, whether one believes, 
doubts or denies the existence of this A.tman. 

Now, lest it should be supposed that this Upanishadic 
Atman is identical with the individual ego of living 
beings, Sankara brings forward an objection and 
provides a rejoinder clarifying the Upanishadic concept 
of Atman:-

(~) II~ a:m=qr 3f~SI~4fctq4titlt(, aQf-'1qMct ~ 
$f4'jQQ~,\ I ~ I 'ffffi1f&-~ Slfgffii'CIlt( I ~ 
61~SI~4fctq4Ctl~&&1~&iul ~ ~:, "@f:, ~:J 
'!il~f-'1~:, ~ fCifilCtllug, ~ en at4fi:lGfu 4Id:, 
w:h<rrs S('qT II' , 

"Objection:- Alman being the object of the notion '1', it is 
not reasonable to say that he is known only from the 
Upanishads. 

Reply.- Not so. For we have refuted this position by saying 
that this Atman is the witness of that ego. (fo explain):
Other than the agent who is the object of the notion '1', 
there is the Witness thereof residing in all beings, the same 
in all, the one unchanging eternal PUTUsha, the Self of each 
and every one, who is never known to anyone from the 
Vidhikanda (Vedic portion enjoining religious works), or 
from the speculative schools." SBh. 1-1-4. 

This is a bold claim that the Atman as the Witnessing 
Consciousness, as distinct from the individual soul is 
the real Self of each and every creature, and is identical 
with Brahman or Divinity itself. This Witnessing 
Atmat;l, it is claimed, is to be known and can be known 
only from the Upanishads and that there is no inkling 
of this concept in any theological writing or speculative 
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system. While Sailkara was referring only to the 
Karmakandaof the Vedas and to the Darsanas 
prevalent during his times, it is strange and nevertheless 
undeniably true of the entire body of theological or 
speculative systems in the whole world to this day. 
This self-evident concept of Atman as the eternal 
unchanging Witnessing Principle in each one of us, is 
known only through the Upanishads and can never be 
traced to any other source. And Sailkara, is the only 
thinker who has clarified this Vedantic concept. With 
an unsurpassed and unsurpassable spiritual intuition 
he found that the Upanishadic pronouncement was 
convincing and contained the only final soul-saving 
Truth. 

"The one Deva (God) is hidden in all beings. All-pervading, 
the one inmost Self of all creatures, presiding over all, the 
Witnessing Consciousness residing in all creatures, One 
without a second and having no qualifying adjuncts." 

Sve.6-10. 



2. VIDYA. AND AVIDYA. 

5. The word 'Atman' really means that which 
pervades (ami1fo) all. And we have seen that our 
genuine Atman is the only Reality underlying all the 
phenomenal Universe, according to the Upanishads. 
Indeed the Chiindogya declares:-

3l?ffif ~ ltCiltaClI!ifdlaJ~qf(IW~I(q1 ~ 
g~fdIGI(q1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Ii 

"Now, therefore, the teaching concerning Atman 
alone is begun. Atman alone is below, Atman above, 
Atman behind, Atman in front, Atman on the right, 
Atman on the left. All this is Atman alone." 

Ch.7-25-2. 

How then is it, it will be asked, that we see this 
manifold universe in which live so many individual 
beings? How is that I, you, or anybody else in this 
world, firmly believes that each one of us is a limited 
being fun of desires and not this great Atman ? 

6. The Upanishads reply: It is because of Avidyii 
or ignorance. When Nachiketas asked Yama, the God 
of death, to reveal the nature of Atman to him, the 
latter replied: 



VIDYA AND A VIDYA 

atPUJI(4lq;ffi: cffim:rr: -m mu: qfiJ:sdQ;<QQI41: I 

c;OS\UIQloll: ~ ~ ~ ~~: II 

"These two are wide apart, running in opposite 
directions, A vidya and that which is known as Vidya. I 
consider thee Nachiketas, as longing for Vidya, for the 
numerous desires have not weaned you away from the 
right path. Resting in the midst of ignorance, but 
considering themselves discriminative and wise, deluded 
persons go round and round through crooked ways like 
blind men led by one who is himself blind." 

Ka. 2-4, 5. 

7 

How and when is this darkness or nescience to be 
dispersed? The Upanishad replies:-

"All this karma and tapas is Purusha, the highest 
immortal Brahman alone. Whosoever knows this as 
hidden in the cave of Wle heart, cuts the knot of 
ignorance, my dear boy." Mu. 2-1-10. 

7. Now what exactly does this 'Concept of 
ignorance' stand for? Since it is the ignorance 
concerning Brahman or the real Alman, the Self of 
us all, it cannot be, obviously, a function of the mind, 
which consists in not knowing or misconceiving an 
object. The Atman is as we have already seen (p. 5), 
the Witnessing Consciousness in each of us, and 
there is nothing of which it is not the witness. So it 
can never be the object of the intellect, which is 
itself one of the objects of that Consciousness. But 
nevertheless, we have no other instrument of 
knowledge, associated with which we can talk of 
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ourselves as ignorant of, or knowing anything. What 
then can the Upanishads possibly mean, when they 
speak of the ignorance of Atman? 

8. This question of the nature of the concept of 
Avidya was never raised by the ancient Advaitins, 
nor has it received the close attention it deserves, at 
the hands of the Post -Sankaras. The auJhor of the 
Paiicapadika regarded it as a postulate of Vedanta, 
for he says:-

~ ~f(U:MIf'ffi:, CflI6I1tl4lfNCh!j ~ ~
\1i1IQIS4ljiflf"'l"f1 ar&gqal"dO!lI I ~ ~
tffi: II 

"This power called A vidya must needs be assumed, 
as clinging to the very nature of all internal and external 
things; for otherwise, false appearances can never be 
accounted for." P.P., p. 41. 

But it is evident that this power is not really a 
logical necessity, since not:Ie of the other thinkers 
have recognized it and yet their systems have not 
suffered in any manner just because they dispensed 
with the postulates. 

Sankara's explanation of this enigmatical concept 
is as follows: 

(~) 31f'tdl~4anw: ~ ~ !Abqdl~4an~H4 
~ ~ ~:, df;:q4?lUl fClqf~ijl~G&Aioli T1 
~s~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ at4l"4ff'l"l 
at"'4'j"4I(-qiiiidl"l ~"'41;:c:jt4qYH ~ $d~('j(lfct~C1h"1, 
3t('q4tr~rqi1i.S~~onffiv;qI~Hf"lr~i1 : ~ f~!l';jifl('q 
'~', '~ - '$fu ~s-q HtCfiO!lC4ijH: II 
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(~) riqriqci~ al&mt ~ ammm ~; 
~ T.J q~\Ci~qiqal(oi fcRmns: II 

9 

The sum and substance of these two extracts, from 
the famous introduction to Satikara's Sutra Bhashya 
is this:- Atman, the real 'I' of each one of us, is the 
Witnessing Consciousness. That alone is really real 
according to Vedanta, since it is absolutely 
undeniable as we have seen (p. 4). The non-self which 
is made up of the body, the senses and the mind is an 
unreal appearance, set up by ignorance or privation 
of knowledge. Now the human intellect has an innate 
tendency to project the non-real Not-self (Un-Atman) 
and confound the identity of the real and the unreal 
whenever it functions. This mixing up of the real and 
the unreal and the delusion which prompts the mind 
to submit itself to a mistaken transference of the 
mutuai properties of the Self and the non-self, is 
what is called A vidyii. This tendency is so natural to 
all mankind that no one suspects that he is under 
the influence of this primary ignorance due to want 
of discrimination (atfctet4ii$iif4) when he talks of 'me 
and mine'. It follows that this A vidya or ignorance 
is finally wiped off as soon as one discriminates the 
real and the unreal and determines their true nature. 
This discrimination and determination of the true 
nature of these, is what is termed Vidya, knowledge. 

9. How and l-vhen was this mutual super
imposition of identity and mistaken transference of 
properties caused? This question is obviously 
illegitimate, for we have learnt that it is an innate 
tendency of the human mind to confound the real 
and the unreal. All human action and experience of 
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the fruits of action presuppose intellection and 
intellection itself is based on this natal error. Human 
behaviour is on a par with animal behaviour in this 
respect for both are the result of this natural want of 
discrimination. Satikara's dicta on this point are 
incontrovertible for they are all based upon universal 
intuition. 

(~) dQdQfc:tEJI@i( atltitI4Itit.nRd1d(lflile ~ 
~ SlQlOlSlQqOQct61(1 ~ ~ '5ICJiIT:, ~ T.f 

lJm'IfuT rCiMSlrn~Qql~ II 

"It is on the presupposition of this mutual 
superimposition of the Self and the non-self, called 
Avidya that all conventions of the means and objects of 
right knowledge - whether secular or sacred - proceed, 
as also all the Sastras dealing with injunction and 
prohibition or final release." 

Introduction to SBh. 

"And because there is no difference between the 
Oower animals) Iik~ beasts and man. (1'0 explain:-) Beasts 
and other animals run away from any sound etc. that 
contact their-eat and other organs of sense whenever the 
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knowledge is unfavourable, but proceed towards them 
whenever the knowledge is pleasant. As for instance, 
when they see a man approaching them with a raised 
hand with a club, they begin to run away from him fearing 
that he intends to beat them, but when they see one with 
a tuft of green grass in his hands they proceed towards 
him. So also, even men with intellect developed, turn 
away when they see strong fierce-looking persons 
shouting with upraised swords in hand, but come forward 
towards those who are opposite to this in nature. It. is 
well-known that knowledge through perception of the 
lower animals presupposes non-discrimination. Since the 
behaviour of even inte11igent persons is seen to be similar 
to that of animals, their perception etc. also at the time 
can be concluded to be similar. 

II 

[The meaning is that while men do have the faculty of re
thinking about their behaviour, the process of behaviour itself 
is the result of superimposition due to want of discrimination. 
This shows that all human activity based upon perception and 
other means of knowledge, is in the field of an innate error due 
to want of discrimination between the real and the unrea1.] 

(~) l(~q4q"1IfG("1;ffi ~s~ f~\!.4IS1t'G14(C\q: 
~:. \iJJt&iSit'GIa,f: aw:J ~: ~ 
311~q:)(qfClEJISifdqi1~ ~ ~ ~ " 

"Thus, this beginningless and endless innate 
superimposition of the nature of a false notion engenders 
agency and experience of the fruits of action that all 
humanity is familiar. with. In order to destroy this source 
of all evil, all the Upanishads are begun to propound the 
Vidya of the oneness of Atman." 

Introduction to SBh. 

10. The clarification of the concept of A vidya 
then, is a special contribution of Satikara to Vedanta. 
Nowhere else, in the whole range of Vedantic 
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literature do we find this precision of thought which 
distinguishes this root-A vidya, which is responsible 
for the whole process of human knowledge and 
activity, from the individual instances of the 
ignorance of objects in ordinary life. This A vidya is 
beginningless not because, as has been egregiously 
ill-conceived by some followers of Sailkara, there is 
a beginningless series of individual Avidya flowing 
in a continuous stream, but because it is itself the 
conjurer of time in which any series can be conceived 
to exist. A vidya is no actual concept of Atman, 
because Atman can never be perceived or conceived 
by the mind, the mind itself being a superimposition 
on the Self. So it is a notion having the semblance of 
a false concept (fit$!4IS1('iQ<Hc'Q:). And Vidya, in its turn, 
is not knowledge of Atman in the. ordinary sense, for 
the simple reason that Atman can never be an object 
of knowledge. It is rather the intuition of Atman by 
Atman himself. We shall have occasion to discuss 
the nature of this Vedantic knowledge later on. 



3. CREATION, MAYA AND CAUSATION 

11. The concepts of Creation and Maya demanc 
clarification to justify the monistlc systems oj 
Vedanta. Maya is of especial importance for Sankara'~ 
system, because much ink has been spilt on the:: 
question as to whether or not the doctrine of Maya iT. 
Vedanta, is a borrowing from Buddhism. 

The following are some of the Upanishadic text~ 
referring to creation: 

(~) ~ SIlOlq~\iI(1 slloll~ogi"d CiI~'*ITRt(lq: ~ 
1R: I at~q~lIm4 '(1'Q) lMIT: q;q ~ ~ ~ ;n1J ~ II 

"He created life, from life faith, ether, air, light, water, 
earth, senses, mind and food. From food vigour, tapas, 
mantras, religious works, the worlds and i1) the worlds, 
name." Pro 6-4. 

(~) amqr err ~ ~ atl«\~I;qffCfilH ~ I ~ 
~ ~ ~ -#0 I ~ $qlffl\ChI;:HJ\iI(i I anm 
q(h·~lq(qlq: II 

"This was indeed Atman alone in the beginning and 
nothing else, sentient or non-sentient. He thought, 'Let 
me create the worlds'. He created these worlds:- Ambhas 
(the upper aquatic regions), Mareechies, Mara, and Apah 
(the Nether aquatic regions.)". Ai. 1-1, 2. 
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[The first text simply says that the Purusha created Prana 
(life) etc. It is not clear out of what substance he created them. 
The second expressly says that all this universe was Atman 
before creation. The passages quoted below declare that Atman 
(or Brahman) himself became all this in the process of creation.] 

(~) ~:~~"iJ<m9MO!Utflqai4:~1 
~ mf: 9M1&6w;nQlf4 ~ ~ fcm1{ II 

"Just as the spider exudes and withdraws (the thread), 
just as plants are born out of the earth and just as the 
hairs (on the head and all over the body come) out of a 
living person, so comes out all this universe from the 
Imperishable One." Mu. 1-1-7. 

[The word srj (~literally means to throw out), creation in 
the sense of giving rise to something out of nothing is unknown 
to the Upanishads. Akshara without attributes, is itself the stuff 
of the universe.] 

(~) ~ ~ amff~CfiQcllftiffli4't I ~ ~
~ am?t~CfiQcufs:J14 ~: ~ II~II ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~: {4\N1I~ijfd I ~ 
~ 3mfl~CfiQcllfaJI~'t II~ II ~ irS ~ ~ 
ffitits~ II ~ II 

''This was Being alone in the beginning, my boy, One 
without a second. Here some say that this was non-being 
alone in the beginning, and out of that non-being, being 
was born. How could it be so, my boy? How could being 
be possibly born from non-being? Being alone, this was 
in the beginning, One without a ·second. It thought, 'Let 
me become plenteous, let me be born as manifold'. It 
created light." Ch. 6-1-1, 2, 3. 

The passages cited above might, by implication, 
mean that Primeval Being or Atman actually 
modified and transformed itself into the Universe. 
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But this sort of Self-transformation is repugnant to 
the Upanishads. For a subsequent text in this self
same Chiindogya Upanishad says: 

(~) ~ ~ ~sfUlai1GI('l4f'i~ 'wf ~ ~ amqr 

~~#oll 

"Now for this Subtle Being: All this Universe has it 
alone as its essence, that alone is real, that is the Atman, 
that thou arl, 0 Svetaketu!" Ch. 6··8-7. 

[It is declared that the Pure . Being alone which created the 
Universe is strictly real, and that alone is the genuine Atman. 
By implication, the Unive~is comparatively unreal, and the 
individual selves are not the genuine Atman.] 

Here is another passage which declares that the 
Paramatman alone is really real:-

(~) mS~IGfSW~I~~S~I~ 
~ I ~ ~Jq~;jjd I ~ ~ ~ I ~I ~ 
~I dGj)(fct~4 I ~ ~I ~ ~ T.J I 

~~T.JI~~~I~~q 
fifllQoqqt(1 ~ ~ I ""(\('fIflIf'iflllil~ II 

'He wished 'may I become plenteous, may I be born 
as the manifold'. He thought it over; having thought it 
over, He created all this, whatsoever we find here. Having 
created it, He entered the very same (creation). And 
having entered it He became this (actual) and that, the 
definable and the undefinable, the substrate and the non
substrate, the sentient and the non-sentient. The Real 
became both the real and the unreal, whatever there is 
here. They call it Reality." Tai. 2-6. 

[The really real Paramatman has entered into the created 
Universe and appears as all the differentiated things, and the 
individual selves. The distinction of the real and the unreal, is 
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also unreal from the standpoint of the really real. More of this 
distinction of views anon] 

12. And now for the concept of Maya in the 
Upanishads: 

~ lijIT: ~ ~ 'l* cqat ~ ~ ~I 
~ ~ fc:pgqt1itr~ ~ ~: II 
~ 9 q;ffi- fC1E1I'4lf~4 9 ~Jtrot.I 
dfQ,q4q'l~~ CiQl1(j ~ ~ II 

"The various Chandas (metres), Yagnas and Kratus 
(sacrifices with and without the Yupa-post), austerities 
Oike the Candrayal).a), and the existent entities as well as 
results to be achieved, which the Vedas reveal- all these 
are born of this (Great Being), The Ma yin (magician) 
creates all this Universe, and in it is another bound by 
Maya. Prakriti is to be known as the Maya, the Great 
Lord as the Mayin (magician). All this world of moving 
and non-moving beings is pervaded by (individual souls) 
which are his parts." Sve. 4-9, 10. 

Here appears the word 'Maya' which has scared 
many a scholar. Bhaskaracharya, Yamunacharya and 
others, took advantage of the employment of this 
word and argued that Advaitins who employ the 
Maya-doctrine are the crypto-Buddhists and some 
oriental scholars have openly charged GauQapada 
with having borrowed the doctrine from the 
Buddhists, while some of them have gone to the 
length of concluding that the Svetasvatara, must be a 
later Upanishad just because it contains this bugbear 
of the word Maya. And yet, what is there in this 
innocuous epithet of Mayin as applied to Isvara and 
Maya, as the material out of which he creates the 
world? No section of the Buddhists ever postulated 
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an Isvara or invested him with Maya, whether as a 
power or anything else. And when we closely examine 
Satikara's Bhashya, we find that there is nothing to 
be afraid or ashamed of when we entertain this highly 
philosophical doctrine which so satisfactorily explains 
the phenomena of life while keeping the Advaitic 
Absolute perfectly intact. 

13. First of all, we should dismiss the idea of the 
Post-Satikaras who have stumbled into the mistake 
of identifying Maya with A vidya, misled by the 
collocation of those two words in stray passages of 
Satikara's Bhashya, such as the following:-

.~ ~~: C!lG{'\!jr~t4I rCl$l14!11~: ~ ~ 
QI41rClQ1. ~ ~, ~ rCl~"1!11~~f*<1 II 

SBh. 1-3-19. 

This passage simply means that there is only f)ne 
principle essentially of the nature of changeless 
Consciousness, and that is Brahman or the Supreme 
Lord, and that he is regarded to be many through 
A vidya, just as a m~gician on account of his Maya, is 
looked upon to be many, while there is really no 
sentient entity other than Brahman or the Lord. It 
has nothing to do with the identity or difference of 
the Vedantic concepts of A vidya arid Maya. 

14. And in the second place, some thinkers misled 
by the word 'Sakti' occurring in Satikara's Bhashya 
as well as in the Srutis, ttink that Maya is a power 
exercised by God to. delude souls. The following 
excerpts not only dispel any doubt as to what Satikara 
exactly means by this word, but also lay down a clear-
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cut principle which enables us to distinguish the 
concept of Miiyii from Avidyii. 

(~) ~ f(il<4qfqIN: ~ ~s~ 
-:r~lm~I~~ml-:r~ 
'ff<4T fcm ~ ~ ~ I ~if.di(f$(1ft01 ~ 
S1Cjfli4j44f1: I ~ T.J~: I ¥:? ~ ~ 
iI\i1~lih~ii!lt( I atfcteJlftiiCflI ~ ~: atOEj'i1i~Ia:::f4"(f~<41 
~ ~ ~:, ~ ~cHC\4S1f(1afitHf$(1I: 
ma mmtoTt~: I (1{(1~O!Iffi ~ atICflI~I~Ia:::f.tffie'l; 
c~ ~ .jjJ<4iCflI~1 ~ 1T\o~t (iii. ~-(.-~~) 
~~: I~; c~: tR:' (~. ~
~-~) ~ ~: I (fC6f~044I<41 ~~; c1l1<rt ~ ~ 
f~ElI044If~4 g ~.IH~lf (~. ){-~o) ~ ~I 3lOQibT 

~ m 1tT'<lT (1Tcu""l(Qf4'lC\40IftOl at~ICfQ(QIt( II 

"What is admitted by us is, however, only a previous 
state of the world dependent on the Supremt: Lord, not 
independent of Him. And it has to be necessarily 
admitted, for it serves a purpose. To explain: Without it, 
the Supreme Lord cannot be a creator, since without this 
potentiality, He cannot be active. And on this supposition 
only, the released souls cannot be reborn, for in this case 
the causal potentiality is burnt up by Vidya. The causal 
potentiality is called A vyakta (or the Unmanifest), having 
its locus in the Supreme Lord is the illusory universal 
sleep, in which all the transmigratory souls are sleeping 
deprived of the knowledge of their true nature. Now this 
A vyakta is sometimes denoted by the word Akiisa (ether), 
as for instance in the Sruti 'It is in that Imperishable 
indeed, 0 Gargi, that the Akiisa is woven as the warp 
and the woof (Br. 3-8-11). Sometimes it is denoted by the 
term Akshara, as for instance in the Sruti 'He is greater 
than the great Akshard (Mu. 2-1-2). And sometimes it is 
called Maya. For the Mantra says Prakrti is to be known 
to be Maya, and the Supreme Lord to be the Mayin: 
(Sve.4-10)." 

SBh. 1-4-3. 
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[Here it is c!ear that Sakti is synonymous with Prakrti, the 
causal potentiality of the world, and is called Maya also. The 
individual souls in that state, are enveloped in ignorance of 
their true nature, to wit, perfect identity with Brahman.] 

The causal potentiality or Maya is said to be 
A vidyiitmika (of the nature of Avidya) which 
expression may be wrongly understood by the unwary 
to have a meaning identical with Avidya. The 
following extract effectively wards off the possibility 
of such a mistake. 

(~) '{td~~JfjH;q ~ $ctlfctElIq;f(Wq~ ~ 
dfcU;;q(ql'kUqRciT.i.;'l~ ~{tI(Slqllai)\jj,¥, ~ lIFU, 

lffiIi:, ~: - ~ T1 ~f"f9('Q)d\I('1~~ II 

"Fictitiously imagined by A vidya as though they were 
identical with the omniscient Lord, name and form 
undefinable either as (lsvara) Himself or distinct from 
Him, the cause of this manifold world of mundane life, 
are called in the Sruti and the Smrti, 'Maya', causal 
potentiality and Prakrti." SBh.2-1-14. 

Here we find Maya described as the figment of 
Avidy~ and identified with Prakrti, the original state 
of the world before creation. It is called Maya (illusory 
appearance) clearly because it cannot be defined to 
be identical with isvara or Brahman or quite distinct 
from Brahman. Elsewhere, in the Bhashyas, the 
expression Anirvacanlya (d~I"'4(qI'i4lqf.tchl;{l(4) has been 
explained by the illustration of foam which is not 
quite the same as water, but yet not a different entity 
either. This expression, by the way, gave rise to the 
theory of Sadasadallirvacanlya (apparent things 
which are neither being nor not-being) developed in 
the sub-coIilmentaries on Sankara's works. In this 
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passage, not quoted here at full length, we find 
variants for the expression A vidyakaipita, such 
as A vidyapratyupasthapita, A vidyakrta, and 
Avidyatmaka (presented by Avidya, made up of 
A vidya, and of the nature of A vidya) all of which 
mean the objective appearance due to Avidya. Maya, 
then, according to Sankara is the illusory causal seed 
of the world, due to Avidya (Adhyasa or mutual 
superimposition of Atman and un-Atman, 
occasioned by want of discrimination). 

15. The clarification of the concepts of creation 
and Maya is, incidentally, also the clarification of the 
concept of the Vedantic concept of 'causality'. We 
have seen that the Srutis speak of Brahman both as 
the creator and the material cause of the universe. 
But in what sense precisely is Brahman the cause? 
In order to be in a position to answer this question, it 
is necessary to understand the nature of the effect, 
the Universe itself. Here is Sankara's picture of the 
Universe:-

(~) ~~:~~~
~ Slf<if"4a{¥IQiIHRf~::nf~4IQl(WtP314 {'Q q4~IGQfii~
(i441~qfQ ;j1:qf~fd~ «<f: ~, ~: ~ 
~~Qrll 

"The omniscient and omnipotent cause from which 
proceeds the origin, sustentation and dissolution of this 
universe - the universe which is differentiated by name 
and form, comprehends many agents and experiencers 
(of the fruits of actions), and is the abode of the fruits of 
actions regulated by particular places, times and causes 
(the universe) whose creation is not even conceivable by 
the mind - that cause is Brahman." 

SBh. 1-1-2. 
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This description is so comprehensive, including as 
it does even time, space and causation, in its scope, 
evidently forbids the conception of Brahman as the 
'cause' of the universe in the ordinary sense of the 
word. Nor can we think of Brahman as the 'maker' 
of the world in the same sense that a carpenter is the 
maker of a table9' for all agents of action are within 
the universe, and Brahman or Isvara cannot be 
thought of as an agent who forms an idea, makes a 
plan of what he is to make, and then executes it. In 
what sense, then, is Brahman the cause and the world 
its effect? Here is Badarayal)a's reply according to 
Sailkara: 

(~) dll~qldll~lifGQI ~ ~, 'ifi'R'IJt 1ft 1fgI'1 

~ ~ ~s~ CQfd~4iollifTCf: ~
ql¥:?~:11 

"The effect is this manifold world consisting of ether 
etc., and the cause is the Highest Brahman. The non
existence of the effect in reality apart from that cause is 
concluded. On what grounds? For the reason that Sruti 
declares that the effect is merely the play of words 
(~) and for other similar reasons." 

SBh. 2-1-14. 

The word Adi (etc.) in Badarayal)a's Sutra refers 
to the texts teaching the identity of the world with 
Brahman. Accordingly Sailkara says: 

(~) c~:' $(ilIf~~ldi!"t{, c~(1~I(QO(f'4~ 
~ ~ ~ 3ffilIT ~' (rn. ~-~-\9), ~ ~ 
4~4ql(qI' (iil. ~-~-~), c~ ~' (1), c~ 
~ (rn. \9-~~-~), c~ ~ ~' (iil. ~-~
~~) - $JiClQleJN ~1~Cbt€lSlfuql~ .. qt CiiHi1I"~~lgJOQ'l1l 

V,. 'IT. ~- ~- ~~. 
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Here the Chand6gya, the Bthadaral).yaka and other 
Srutis teaching essential unity of the world with the 
non-dual Alman or Brahman, are appealed to. It 
follows that this apparent world, as we are aware of, 
is only the effect of Maya, and is essentially identical 
with and has no independent existence apart from 
Brahman. The following are explicit statements to 
this effect in the Bhashya: 

(~) ~ ¥1<1f~4 Q ~: ~I ~I ;r ~ 
¥1<lf~q(qi14 4i1{OIlt4HI 1R SiI!J(QftRGI ... 1 en 31fur II 

"Objection:- But (according to you) Brahman devoid 
of qualities such as sound is the cause of the Universe 
(full of qualities)! 

Reply:- Quite true, but the effect with qualities like 
sound, never exists except in its essential forms as the 
cause whether now or before the creation." 

SBh.2-1-7. 

(~) ~,(f?IT tiCcM4iIElI4iI¥II'1i Qijl4iI¥IIOf"'4teii(, 

~ T.l 'pltjFwIChIG4iIG10f1'l &tHlf~i4l ~, 
Q!OfefCI~(\q(qIC(, ~~qOlllql@04teilC(, ~ 
~Cf14If~SiqJj,"h'1~ iJi6l&lfitl:~oll\{Jer: - ~ ~ II 

"Therefore it must be concluded that just as jar-space 
and pot -space and other apparent spaces are not other 
than the one ethereal space, and just as water in a mirage 
and other appearances are not other than the desert etc. 
for those ethers and water etc. are of the nature of being 
perceived and vanishing, undefinable in their apparent 
nature, so also this manifold world of the experienced 
and experiences is not other than Brahman in essence." 

SBh. 2-1-14. 
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This extract places it beyond all doubt that by the 
Vedantic word 'effect' Satikara understands nothing 
more than appearance, and consequently the 'cause' 
for him stands for the substrate on which appearances 
are superimposed. The students must be forewarned, 
however, that the so-called theory of origination of 
appearances from Avidya (sllfd'ifIfQq;Cj~(CIf"cuG:), a pet 
doctrine of the Post-Satikaras, is conspicuous by its 
absence in the Bhashya. The doctrine of three grades 
of existance transcendental (ql{qlftiq;~;;:fJ, empirical 
(CQICj61f~q;~(if) and apparent (Sllf"iHf~q;~iCi) is quite 
unknown to the Sutra-Bhashya. On the contrary, 
Satikara emphatically declares that there are no grades 
of existence: 

. (~) ~ T1 CfiroJt Q fir! ~ met :r ~NiHfd, 
~~~~met:r~NiHfd 1~T1 
~:~, arnT~ CIiRtJffil. ~ II 

"Just as Brahman the cause never deviates from 
existence in all the three periods of time, so also the 
effect, the world, never deviates from existence in all 
the three periods (of creation, sustenance and dissolution). 
And existence again is only one. So for this reason also, 
the effect is none other than the cause." 

SBh. 2-1-16. 

Accordingly Satikarasays: '(f?IT T1 ~:-~ 
~ N'dCjGCjiu~a, ~: ~f'('1"l4Cj(( ~ I' "And such is 
the experience of the common man - who says 'it is 
the nacre that looks like silver', 'The one moon 
appears as though she had a duplicate." (Int SBh. p. 
2). So according to him, it is only Brahman, that 
appears as the world and we have no real origination 
of the world at all. He avers this in so many words 
when he says:-
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(\9) &fqEJIQift"Cffl4 if ~ ~ ~
CSQlifit1lcqa,4 t1,qI;:q(qI'i4lqf-ici~ .. i"~4 'QI' qf(UllqlfC{~ci
CSQC481(IWC{<Ei ~j ql(qlfiih4 if • ~ciCi4Cit!j(jd\t1'l 
~~; cUltl("'IUI¥4ISMli%ilFcttIlCSf('qaff'l ~ 
- ~ ~ f-i(C44C4(d 1I1JUT: ~ Ii 

"Brahman becomes an object within the purview of 
empirical thought and expression dealing with 
transformation etc. in its special aspect of name and form. 
of the nature of the differentiated or the undifferentiated. 
which is undefinable either as (Brahman itself) or 
something other than it. In its own real nature, however, 
it transcends all empirical thought and expression and is 
never changed." 

SBh. 2-1-27. 

This clarification of the concept of Maya is to be 
found nowhere else except in Satikara's exposition. 
Empirically speaking, Maya is the causal potentiality 
of the world, projected by Avidya, or 
Superimposition; it is but a special aspect of Brahman 
which evolves itself into the world. But Brahman, in 
its true and real nature, is above all causation. 

"And inasmuch as the special aspect of Brahman, 
fictitiously created by Avidya, is a mere play of words. 
The fact of Brahman, being impartible remains. 
uncontradicted." SBh. 2-1-27. 

16. Before closing this discussion of creation and 
Maya, we hav...~ to answer one more question. If there 
be really no creation, and causation be wholly Mayic 
only, a figment of Avidya, how is it that we find so 
many different accounts of creation in the 
Upanishads? Is it a mere waste of words? Here is 
Satikara's answer: 
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(~) ~ ~ qRUIi*?JM: qRUliqSlfdqj~"jtii, ~ 
Qi(Wjj:tCjijqjCi\ I ~$sqCj,j(iMa$jNihaSlRtqja::tMt ~, ~ 
Qi(OtjCjijqnll '1' ~ !tfd!t('4jtctj' $fgQSfli4jij '~ ~ 
~ llT1(f)sfu' (t. 'g-~-'g) ~ I d~j~~(U~' ~ ~ 
~sm" 

"Nor does this Sruti, teaching evolution, really purport 
to teach evolution as such; for, no fruit IS known to accrue 
by that knowledge. It rather aims at teaching the Alman 
of Brahmic Nature, for, its knowledge is known to yield 
a good result. (1'0 explain:) Yajfiavalkya commences his 
teaching with the proposition 'This is the Atman that 
has been descFibed as 'not this, not this' and concludes 
'Fearlessness, 0 lanaka, hast thou attained indeed, (Br. 
4-2-4). So, there is no defect in our interpretation of the 
Sruti." SBh. 2-1-27. 

2S 



4. iSVARA 

17. The concept of Isvara is as enigmatical as, if 
not more so than, the conceptions of Maya and 
Causation in Advaita' to most of the modern critics 
of Satikara. This is because these are ail uniformly 
influenced b~ ~he current discussions. of such topics 
in the light of the later sub-commentaries on 
Satikara's works. The Vivara!la of Prakasatman, for 
in~tance, brings forward several alternative theories 
about the cause of the world such as these: (1) The 
original Brahman whose reflections are the individual 
souls, and which is associated with Maya, is the cause; 
(2) Brahman reflected in Maya-Avidya is the cause 
of the world; (3) The individual souls themselves, each 
of them, manifest Brahman as the world through their 
private Avidyii; and there are as many worlds 
projected as there are JIvas; (4) Brahman itself changes 
into the world through its Avidya, just as individuals 
manifest a world each. - P.V. p. 232. 

And Appayya Dikshitar's Siddhiinta-Lesa 
Saligraha, brings forward a theory that Brahman 
associated with qualities is the cause of the world, 
and that released souls attain union with the Saguna
Brahman or Isvara only, until all the souls are 
ultimately released (SLS. p. 534-535). Unconsciously 
swayedl.by such scholastic systems perhaps, the late 
Dr. Thibeaut wrote in the Introduction to his 
translation of Satikara's Siitra-Bhashya as follows:-



ISVARA 

"Placing myself at the point of view of a Sarikara, I 
am startled at the outset by the second Sutra of the first 
Adhyaya, which undertakes to give a definition of 
Brahman ....... What, we must ask, is this Sutra meant to 
define? - That Brahman, we are inclined to answer, 
whose cognition the fir~t Sutra declares to constitute the 
task of the entire Vediinta, that Brahman whose cognition 
is the only road to final release, that in fact which Sarikara 
calls the highest But here we must object to ourselves, 
the highest Brahman is not properly defined as that from 
which the world originates .. ____ . That from which the world 
proceeds can by a Sarikara be accepted only as a definition 
of lsvara -, of Brahman which by its association with 
Maya is t<nabled to project the false appearance of this 
world and it is as improbable that the Sutras should open 
with a definition of that inferior principle from whose 
cognition there accrues no benefit, as it is unlikely that 
they should conclude with a discipline of the state of 
those who know the lower Brahman only." 

Vedanta Sutras Intra. p. XCIl 

27 

In this extract we find a glaring confusion of the 
connotations of the tenns, Isvara, Para Brahman, and 
Lower Brahman. But where do we have any warrant 
either in the Upanishads or in Satikara's Bhashya, 
for the supposition that Apara Brahman is 'lower' 
than the Para Brahman, or that Isvara is an inferior 
principle in comparison with Para Brahman? Let us 
first see what the Srutis themselves have to say on 
the subject. 

18. We shall first of all cite the text where the 
terms 'Para Brahman' and 'Apara Brahman' occur: 

(~) ~ ~ trt ~ q ~ ~cnj;IHijf4lftiiil-
4~~CiI~d4~Cfid~q;4r(1 " 

"Verily, 0 Satyakama, this Omkara is both the Higher 
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and the Lower Brahman. Therefore the devotee goes to 
either of these only through this source." Pro 5-2. 

Perhaps this is the only text which expressly makes 
the distinction between the Higher and the Lower 
Brahman. There is another text in the MUI).Qaka 
which refers to Paramam Brahman:-

"Whosoever knows that Supreme Brahman indeed, 
becomes that very Brahman In his family,' no one is born 
that knows not Brahman. He crosses lamentation, crosses 
sin; freed from the knots of the heart, he becomes 
immortal." Mu. 3-2-9. 

[This Brahman whose knowledge results in attaining identity 
with Brahman, has been called Akshara (the Imperishable), 
Sacyam (Reality), and Purusha (person) also.in this Upanishad.] 

We find the word 'Isvara' in the following Srutis:-

(~) ~ lR't ~JHt (f ~ lR't. 'if ~I 
tffir qffi:rt lR't qH'difMlq ~ ~c:t~~14j~'l1l 

"Him the Greatest Ruler of all rulers, Him the Highest 
God of all the gods, the Greatest Protector of all 
protectors, beyond all of them do we regard that Shining 
one (~Praiseworthy Ruler of the world." Sve.6-7. 

[The next two verses contain the word Sakt; (~:) and 
Kiira!lam (~ which we have already discussed.] 

It is clear that the Sruti makes no difference 
between Para Brahman and Isvara. 

19. We may now proceed to consider Satikara's 
views on the point. While opening the discussion 
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about the interpretation of the text ~ ~ Qr ~ 
(He leads these to Brahman) Satikara writes as 
follows:-

"The doubt arises whether the devotees are led to 
Karya (effect), Apara (Lower), or Param (Higher) Brahman 
itself, A vikrtam (unmodified), Mukh yam (Brahman in the 
primary sense). Whence this doubt? Because of the word 
Brahman, and because of the Sruti teaching movement. 
Hete the teacher Badari thinks that it is the Karya (effect), 
Sagu?la (with qualities), Aparam (Lower) Brahman, for 
motion is applicable only to this 
Brahman." SBh. 4-3-7. 

In this context, Satikara gives variahts of both the 
terms Para-Brahman and Apara-Brahman. Now, do 
these denote two distinct entities or one and the same 
Brahman? The following excerpt will answer this 
question:-

(~) ffir q~lq~i6lfC4e.C614qQI(Ui4 ~"QIfiJr cffl-
1IRT~: ~ ~&!uili4:fl1 ~ t QJUit 1Rl{ am: 
~? ~ 1:, I~ ~ lJt T.ITtR T.T Qr ~:' 
Or. ~-~) $('(Ilf~G\li4htl ~ F : lJt Qr F4iqq~f'4fri? 
~ I ~ aifaiJ'ClI<'H,q~Mlfa:fQilq51fri4QI« aiW!(i1lfa:~I~
cf~qf~~4d. ~I ~. ~ 4IqWuf~fC4~4ul ~ 
~ ~ ~ I~: Si(ul~lfI?t ~:' 
(uT. ~-~)$-~) $('(Ilf~~I~:, ~ I ~ aif!;:il4?jfa
~ I ;r I aifCiiJlfia"lq~cnql~C6(141 qf(tiX1~Hlll 
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"Here Srutis teaching movement in the context of 
Apara-Brahman, have been wrongly applied to Para
Brahman, merely because of failure to discriminate 
between the Higher and the Lower Brahman. 

Question."- Are there two Brahmans then, the Higher 
and the Lower? 

Answer:- Yes, there are two. (fhis is borne out) by 
the Sruti: '0 Satyakama, verily this Omkara is both the 
Higher and the Lower Brahman. 

Question:- Which is the Higher Brahman then and 
which is the Lower? 

Answer:- We reply: Where Brahman is taught by 
means of words like Asthiilam (not gross), negating 
specific features such as name and form created by 
Avidya, that is the Higher Brahman. Where, on the other 
hand, that same Brahman is taught as qualified by some 
specific features for the purpose of meditation, as for 
instance by means of such words as ~: (made up of 
mind), murmru (having Pral).a for his body), tmCitr: (of the 
nature of light) etc., that is the Lower Brahman. 

Objection."- The Sruti teaching non-duality would be 
violated in this case, then! 

Reply:- No, for this has been obviated by stating that 
the fonn with attributes is due to the conditioning adjunct 
of name and form created by Avidya." 

SBh. 4-3-14. 

It is clear that one and the same Brahman is 
regarded as higher or lower according as specific 
features are denied in the Sruti or ascribed to it for 
the sake of meditation in the sphere of A vidya for 
the convenience of aspirants who cannot rise to the 
level of the absolutely featureless Pure Brahman. 
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Brahman in itself, of course, remains in its pristine 
purity even when it is meditated upon as endowed 
with qualities by mediocre intellects. Hence it is that 
Satikara does not hesitate to style even Brahman 
meditated upon as 'Para Brahman', when the context 
is clear enough that it is Brahman with qualities. 
Witness the following quotation:-

(~) 'anrroTt lP"'RT: lJV:' (~. ~- ~-~) ~ ~: 
¥J4ItUf~qcu I ~ g 'lRlm:r: ~:' (m. ~-~~-~) 
~ ~!JUli8lf~q41 ~ ~: I anfr ~: 
~ i~iNI+4J4:i\Qf~l2fqM 11'Wff" 

" 'Without Pral).as, without mind, pure' -- is a Sruti 
relating to the Pure Brahman, while this Sruti - 'Made 
up of mind, having Pral).a as his body etc.' (Ch. 3-14-2) 
refers to Brahman with qualities. This is the difference 
between the two texts. Therefore since the qualities 
intended to be taught by the Sruti apply to Brahman only, 
we have to conclude that it is Para Brahman alone that is 
to be meditated upon." SBh.I-2-2. 

It is obvious that Sagul).a Brahman intended for 
meditation has been itself styled Para Brahman, as 
nobody would fall into the error of imagining that 
Brahman without qualities is meant by that term. As 
to the propriety of applying the epithet 'Higher 
Brahman here, it has to be noted that quaJified 
Brahman is higher relatively as compared with the 
individual self. That this line of reasoning is justifiable 
according to Satikara, is vouched by the following: 

(~) ~ atq«it:lqfbf!~ '1ft ~' ~ fcritqut ;ftq
~ I ~~: I ~ wm:<f q«tJiqqft: II 

"Objection."- If the lower Brahman is taken to be meant 
in this passage (Pr. 5-5), the epithet 'Param Purusham' 
(the higher Person) would not be consistent 
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Reply:- This fallacy cannot be imputed here. For PraQa 
may himself be well regarded as 'higher,' relatively in 
comparison with · Virat." SBh. 1-3-13. 

[This is a discussion devoted to the interpretation in the 
Prashna Upanishad (5-2-5) where it has to be determined which 
Brahman is meant by 'the Higher Purusha' to be meditated upon 
through the symbol Aum. The prima facie view that it is the 
lower Brahman is sought to be justified by arguing that the 
word 'higher' is on1y.,relative.] 

20. So much for the apparent inconsistency in 
the use of the adjectives 'higher' and 'lower' with 
respect to Brahman. We have found that lower 
Brahman is not, according to Sal.lkara, either distinct 
from or inferior to higher Brahman in any way. It is 
identically the same Brahman that is sought to be 
known by the seekers of the highest grade or to be 
meditated upon by the middling aspirants. That 
Brahman is regarded as that from which the Universe 
originates, cannot militate against its being regarded 
as the higher Brahman, is readily seen from Sal.lkara's 
clarification of the concept of causation ~lready 
discussed in the previous section. Without tarrying 
any more to discuss this objection, we may now 
proceed to an examination of the concept of Isvara 
as understood by Sal.lkara. 

21. In his commentary on the second Sutra of 
Sarlraka, SaI)kara writes: 

(~) ~ \jf1l(f: ;uq~~i ~, a444iCf)tj..n<f\t
~, 5lf"f~qd~4'iq;'("ff .. ftfflfQi4 iQiE1P.A<H4 ~
fi/~(T.f~i*,q~ \lfOiff~fit'flti·ll(f: ~~: ~ 
1Tc1fif ~ •••. I ;r qlllt:mfct:ilqUI~ ~: qvll:mfaWqul'( 
~~aRtf:~~,~~~ 
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crr~~~11 
The first sentence which describes the nature of 

the Universe has already been translated on page 20. 
The second sentence says that, 

"The origination etc. of the Universe with these 
characteristics cannot be possibly conceived to be 
effected by any cause other than the Isvara possessing 
these qualities." SBh. 1-1-2. 

It is clear that the secondless Brahman is equated 
here with Isvara (Ruler) who is omniscient and 
omnipotent. 

This apparent self-contradiction - that Brahman 
is featureless and at the same time possesses the 
qualities of omniscience and omnipotence - is what 
puzzled Thibeaut and made him remark: "Placing 
myself at the point of view of a Sal)kara, I am startled 
at the outset by the second Sutra of the first Adhyaya" 
(Vs. Int. p. XCTI). But Sal)kara persists in this 
identification of the absolutely featureless Brahman 
with Isvara in the body of his Bhashya throughout. 
Take for instance, the following extract:-

(~) -o:t ~ ~ I tffs~q~~(€jIf~!Jujqj) ~: I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I $!l~dd\C4'ii4ft? ~: I 
~ ~ ri ,6ti4Qjofl ~ -'l(: .: ~' 
(~. ~-~-~n ~ II 

"To this objection we reply: This. source of all beings, 
the possessor of qualities like invisibility etc. is the highest 
Lord only and nothing else. How is this conclusion arrived 
at? Because His attributes have been cited. (fo explain:) 
The clause 'He who is "aU-knowing and all-perceiving' 
evidently refers to the exclusive attribute of the Highest 
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Lord." SBh.1-2-21. 

It is evident that negations of specific features has 
been here spoken of as though they were qualities, 
and that very Brahman without features has been 
styled as the Highest Isvara. 

22. The derivative meaning of the word Isvara is 
'ruler'. It would be interesting to enquire -how Sailkara, 
an Absolutist who postulates One Brahman without 
a second, reconciles himself to the idea of a ruler 
and admits the distinction of an omniscient ruler and 
the ruled into his system without self-contradiction. 
The following extract throws abundant light on this 
poi nt:-

(~) '!iG~ijj6mq;:lIfG:"1: QOCfI~CflH'4kl, $fiibi'lf~i(iC4i-
~, ~{Cfli{UiSlfl'1~lfcdla ~ ~, ;r; 3ifCfEJi~CfI"1iq~q
ai\\J104iCfl{UII~ ~ I '~ l{(H4ic;i~" 3lTCfIm: 
~:' (~. ~-~) $l:cHfG:ClicR!caiT f"1f4i(Jog~og9'rlifCj~qit(, 
~, ~:, ~, \J1~i\Nff"1f~fl'1S1(1'4i ~ 
~, ~ ~s~: ~: '~ ~:' 
(~.~. ~-~-~) ~I m ~ ~;r ~s~: 
g .. f{jJTA~ I ~ ~ 6tf4:aqi~": ~ ~ if 
~? SI]UJ ~ ~ I ~ ~ $ClifctEJiCflf~ 
~ ~ ~ ~fiiUlqilalNt1!'d fi~~WsBH"'Q 
lmIT, m:, ~: - ~ if ~I 
~: ~ tm: '~ ~ '411f "iq~qJi~cif~t1i' 
(uf. l-~'g-~) ~ ~: I ..... . 

l(C4qfctEJiCfit1"iq~4Iqi~ tmr 11C1fu, ~ 
tlGCfI(Cfli~qi6Qjilfill ~ if ~ tlGiCfli:(i~i;{\'4i"l 
3ir~EJiSl&jq{S!jINt1"lq~qCftt1<:iii>5<:ii(Oi\'tt'lri'j:om:fJ ;JflCli&Oli"l 
fCf~Hi~"1: ~ 04C16I{fqq~ I ~ 3ifuEJi~qi)qifu-
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~ ~, ~, ~(blf'rii(Ci il; 
;r ~ ~ 3tql~~cffqlli!~(CIq amqf.r ,&I:4l",ldCQ
~cf~tiUfGCQq61( ~ I ~ ~ '~ "I1"4t<4¥<4fd 

"I1"4iijonfd "I1"4fii;\ilI"Ilfd ~ ~' (uT. \9-~~-~) ~ I 
'~ ~ \tcfqltaql~ ~ '(f; ~' (t. ~-~-~~) 
~ illl SBh.2-1-14. 
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The objection is started here that for one who holds 
the doctrine of the unity of the one changeless 
Brahmatman, there can be no distinction of a ruler 
and something ruled, and hence, this would counter 
the fundamental tenet of accepting Isvara as the cause 
of the world. And the answer is that the doctrine of 
Causality is Mayic, but the omniscient Isvara himself 
is distinct from the Mayic name and form. We have 
quoted this portion of the Bhashya already (on p. 19), 
in connection with the clarification of the concept 
of Maya. 

The sequel to this portion has now to be reviewed 
in connection with the concept of Isvara, which is 
the subject-matter of the present section. Saitkara here 
says: 

"Thus (Brahman) conditioned by name and form set 
up by A vidya becomes Isvara, just as universal ether 
limited as it were by jars, pots etc. And empirically 
speaking, He (the Isvara) rules over the souls conditioned 
by individual consciousness (Vijfiiiniitmanah) called lIvas, 
who are really one with Himself, but who like the jar
spaces of the illustration depend upon aggregates of the 
body and the senses effected by name and form presented 
by Avidya. Thus the Lordship of the Lord, his 
omniscience and omnipotence are only relative to the 
limitation caused by the conditioning of adjuncts of the 
nature of A vidya. But in the A.tman, really d!vested of 
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all conditioning factors, on the dawn of Vidya, there 
cannot be any room for conceptions like the ruler and 
the ruled, omniscience etc. Accordingly, it has been 
declared in the Sruti: 'That is the Infinite, where one 
sees nothing else, hears nothing else, knows nothing else' 
(Ch. 7-24-1) and also by the text beginning with - .'But 
when for this one all has become the Atman alone, 
then what could one possibly see and with what T (Br. 4-
5-15)." SBh. 2-1:14. 

23. If Brahman alone is really real, and without a 
second, in what sense is it Sarvajna (omniscient), 
Sarvasakta (omnipotent)? Is it not a contradiction in 
terms to say that there is no act of knowing on the 
part of Brahman and yet it is all-knowing, it exercises 
no power and yet it is all-powerful? How can 
Brahman know at all before creation since it has no 
corporal adjunct then and, as we all know, body is a 
necessary pre-requisite for consciousness to arise? 

The Sruti says in reply to all this: 

(~) ;r~~~iffc1tffi';r~~1 
lRTSW 'ififlfctfa~a ~ ~ii4ifdtil i1Hq('1fQicu if II 

"He has no body and no senses. There is none equal 
to or greater than Him. His supreme power is heard to be 
variously described, and belonging to His very nature is 
His knowledge, strength and act." Sve.6-8. 

[Consciousness is here described as Brahman's very nature, 
and so is His power.] 

The following extracts from the Bhashya, 
pondered over, would throw abundant light on the 
true nature of the consciousness and power ascribed 
to the changeless Brahman without a second: 
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(~) ~ fi ~cffC4qf;4ICicql~~ ~ ~t ms
~ ~ fct5lrnfit;a,(1 ~ fi ~ 0I4,fii'MI"flfd t 
~ ~I"fiffitq{ta$itqqrq ~ ~ $il"ff .. ~ ~ II 

"It is a self-contradiction to maintain that one who 
possesses eternal Consciousness capable of throwing light 
on everything, is not omniscient. If His knowledge were 
impermanent, He could know things sometimes, and 
could not know at other times, and consequently it would 
follow that He may not be omniscient. This defect is 
inconceivable in case His Consciousness is eternal." 

SBh.l-i-5. 
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[Consciousness being His very nature, it is inconceivable 
that He does not know certain things on certain occasions.] 

(~) lffifiu ~ CfiI4Rf;4qA!ii ~ ~ t 
arn<ft en ~ ~ I ~~~Ifccflql((, at;:qtqlfCCflqliiii I 

~t~s~.:t~S~~11 

""The power which may be supposed to inhere in the 
cause in order to ensure a particular effect (and no other), 
cannot ensure the production of the particular effect if it 
is other than the cause, or non-existent. For in that case, 
it would be quite like any other thing which is non
existent or other than the cause (and there could be no 
valid reason why that cause alone should produce the 
particular effect). Hence we have to conclude that the 
power is identical with the cause, and the effect is 
identical with the power." SBh. 2-1-18. 

24. To sum up, Sankara's concept of Para 
Brahman, Apara Brahman and lsvara is that the same 
Brahman is called Higher Brahman when it is made 
the subject of enquiry as Reality, Lower Brahman 
when it is recommended in the Srutis as an object of 
meditation, and lsvara or the omniscient and 
omnipotent when it is thought of as the cause and 
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ruler of the phenomenal world containing individual 
souls. The distinction is admitted only from the 
thought-position of the student of Vedanta and there 
is no distinction or difference allowed in B!ahman 
itself. The so-called Consciousness and power of the 
Divine being are eternally identical with the Being 
and it is only relativity that makes Vedantins speak 
of God's knowing or being the potentia1 cause of an 
effect, just as it is in empirical life when we say 'fire 
burns the faggot', 'the river flows' or 'the sun shines 
upon the snake when it creeps out of the anthill'. It is 
clear that the Absolutism of Advaita is in no way 
affected by these conventional ways of thinking or 
speaking. 



s. BONDAGE AND RELEASE 

25. We have seen that Satikara's clarification of 
the concept of Isvara demands the supposition of two 
distinct stand-points. Isvara controls the destiny of 
individual souls only in the sphere of the common
sense view (::iICCI(§QI"l fCC~""I(q4: _ d4at;j(fccq~; from 
the standpoint of the really real, however~ there is no 
distinction of the ruler and the ruled~ or omniscience 
and limited knowledge at all. (;r ~: ... arnqf.r 
~lll;j~iad4ija'RufC{CQq'j( ~ 0 On what basis this 
distinction of the two view-points is formed, we shall 
consider later on. Meanwhile, if we grant that the 
distinction of the Ruler and the ruled is true on the 
empirical plane only, it follows as a corollary that 
the idea of bondage and release for the soul is also 
true on that plane only. The Sruti sanctions this 
deduction:-

"This changeful and the changeless, both the evolved 
and the involved Universe mutually correlated, the iSa 
supports. The helpless individual Atman is bound on 
account of being an experiencer (of fruit of action). By 
knowing that Shining One, however, he is freed from all 
bonds." Sve.l-8. 

(~) 9(~qalG'Iii(q\ft~Ia~dij: I 

~";f~~~11 
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"This citadel of eleven gates belongs to the Unborn 
whose nature as Consciousness is never crooked. 
Meditating on Him through knowledge, one grieves not. 
And being freed, he is freed for ever." Ka. 5-1 

26. Texts like the ones we have just now quoted, 
teach in the clearest manner that knowledge of the 
true nature of Atman alone can release the soul, 
thereby implying that it is A vidya or primeval 
ignorance only that binds the soul. The following Sruti 
is explicit on this latter point: 

n) w dqiiq"<1~ 1l1: fim mSWICflQfafJlql: 1ft tnt 
~II 

"Worshipping him (pippalada), Bharadvaja and others 
grCltefully said: 'Thou art indeed our real father, for thou 
hast taken us across our ignorance (A vidya) to the other 
shore." Pro 6-8. 

27. Sailkara appeals to Upanishadic texts of this 
type when he propounds his doctrine of 
Moksha (Release):-

(~) I{cti4fcnJlr~~qctdi Qi4~qdm1¥4f.tr,,;t flft?lql~I"'l«icil 
~:&dW1Uj'( ~ ~ -?!rdf4Jrd;qlq5lf~",'( I em 
il p: '~ ~ i\ ~ lIO: f)HufilqQhq6fd(f~1 (ut. /;
r~-~) '"' ~ ~ijl((i'\q'( ~ I 'amUt (flCf 'R 
1 ~ ~:' (ut. G-~~-~) ~ filqlfilqWfi"t)jfit~Qhll 
~~~~~~II 

"This nature of Saritsiirii (mundane life), the ephemeral 
experience of pleasure and pain of changing degrees by 
assuming different bodies due to gradation of meritorious 
and unmeritorious deeds of beings subject to defects like 
A vidya, is well-known from Srutis, Smrtis and reasoning. 
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Accordingly the Sruti reaffirms this nature of Samsiirii 
as described above when it says: 'There is indeed no 
freedom from the oppression of pleasure and pain for a 
being so long as it is embodied' (Ch. 8-12-1), and since 
contact of pleasure and pain is denied for the Ii berated 
one by the Sruti, 'Pleasure and pain, indeed, do not touch 
one who is without a body' (Ch. 8-12-1), it can be inferred 
that unembodiedness called Moksha is not an effect of 
meritorious deeds ('-llf) known through the Vedic 
injunctions." SBh.I-I-4. 

"Objection: Unembodiedness may be itself the effect 
of Vedic Dharma 

Reply: No, for that is the very nature of Atman. 
Witness the following Srutis: The wise person who knows 
the Atman that is unembodied even while he is in the 
bodies, changeless among the changeful bodies, one who 
knows this great and all-pervading Atman never grieves' 
(1(.2-22), 'He is indeed without Prat;la (life-breath) and 
without Manas (mind) and pure' (Mu. 2-1-2), 'This Purusha 
(person) is indeed never tainted by anything' (Bt. 4-3-15). 
For this very reason, it is to be concluded that 
unembodiedness called Moksha (Final Release) is quite 
unlike any effect of religious work which has got to be 
performed." SBh. 1-1-4. 

41 

28. SaIikara reinforces his argument that final 
release is only the dispersal of ignorance and no more, 
by appealing to Srutis that teach immediate release 
as soon as enlightenment dawns. 
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(~) atftr i1 'Qr ~. \Tcfftr' (~. ~-~-~), '~ 
~~~d~' (~. ~-~-l),'~ ~ 
~I ~~~' (~. ~-~). '~cl'~1lfI(I)sfu' 
(t. ~-~-~) 'dGI(CfI",~ql~Gg ~ d~lit('ijchi~' 
(t. ~-~-~o), 'D ~ ~: ~: • Q\qa~q3q~qd:' (t. 
\9) - ~: ¥"lI':. ilUfct@jHO(I~ ~ ~:. ~ 
~~II 

"Moreover, Srutis like these point out that Moksha 
accrues immediately after the dawn of the knowledge of 
Brahman, and thus precludes the necessity for anything 
else to be done in the interval before Release. 'One who 
knows Brahman, becomes Brahman itself (Mu. 3-2-9), 
'When that Brahman which is the Higher as well as the 
Lower is seen, all his residual works perish' (Mu. 2-2-8), 
'Knowing the bliss of Brahman, one fears nothing 
whatever' (faj. 2-9), '0 Janaka, fearlessness, indeed, hast 
thou attained' (Br. 4-2-4), 'It knew itself in the form 'I am 
Brahman' and thence it became all' (Br. 1-4-10), 'What 
delusion, and what lamentation can there be for one who 
has realized oneness? (1s. 7.)." 

SBh.l-l-4. 

(~) (MT'~ q~"JNai~q: ~ a1W ~ ~. 
(t. ~-~- ~o) ~ i8iG~"'~cthqqlqci'l~ cMC4IO(1(ql(Ullq 
~ I lMT 'fur:{ ~. ~ fdtidffi i llqMrn4 ~ 
~ m<i\ftf ft II 

"We might likewise quote the passage (Br. 1-4-10) 
'Seeing this same Brahman ~shi Vamadeva discovered 
(the Mantra) 'I have been Manu and Siirya' to show how 
the Sruti wards off the idea of something to be done in 
the interval between realization of Brahman and 
becoming all this Universe. This passage is analogous to 
the statemenf'He sings standing' where it is conclusive 
that there is no action intervening between the acts of 
standing and singing." SBh. 1-1-4. 
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29. There is a special advantage, in thus 
conceiving Moksha, for as Satikara shows: 

31'(t)-sf~tnq}ft"'h,(:Iij'R~r"~d4" f.ft'QfJifl'('q('Ct(C\qijqqUII~ 
-q)~H<lIRf4(ii~q: II 

"Hence as the Sastras remove the idea of one's being 
a transmigratory soul imagined by Avidya and reveal 
one's nature as the eternally free Alman, no blemish of 
impermanence can be attached to Release." 

SBh.1-1-4. 

It is a tenet acknowledged by all schools of 
Vedanta, that Moksha is eternal, but no school other 
than that of Satikara, call escape the charge of the so
called Final Goal being impermanent, seeing that all 
these schools treat the Summum Bonum as the effect 
of some religious act of discipline enjoined in the 
Srutis. Satikara's tradition is unique in treating the 
bondage of mundane suffering as the figment of 
nescience and Release as the result of right knowledge 
arising from the teaching of the Upanishads. 



6. THE VALIDITY OF SASTRA 

30. 'Sastra' is a name assigned by Vedantins to 
the Vedas in general and to the Upanishads in 
particular. Thus in commenting on the third Sutra of 
BadarayaI].a, Satikara writes 

(~) ~:~: llRm' at~(fIfqtll~l.nq'fijd~ ~ 
~.ictmfu",: \1<itl(fl('ICH'4 ~: a;rori' Qr l;r ~ 
~ iii.4C{lf~UI~ ija~9Ullf.ctd~ ~: ~ II 

"Brahman is the source, the cause of the great Sastra 
consisting of Rigveda etc. enlarged by various branches 
of learning which illumines all things like a big lamp, 
and which is almost omniscient. For the origination of 
such a Sastra consisting of Rigveda etc., which is 
accompanied by the quality of omniscience, can hardly 
be conceived to proceed from anything but from an 
omniscient Being." SBh. 1-1-3. 

[In the sequel to this para, it is argued that omniscience 
reaches its culmination only in the Great-Being from whom 
Rigveda etc. comes forth spontaneously like an expired breath.] 

31. The present section is exclusively devoted to 
a consideration of the validity of the Sastra in its 
aspect as the Upanishads. How are the Upanishads 
to be considered as a valid means of right knowledge? 
Are they the source of knowledge regarding Brahman, 
in the same way that the Vedas are with regard to 
heaven (~~:), the gods (~:) etc., whose existence is 
to be taken for granted on the exclusive authority of 
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the Vedas enjoining certain rituals which lead to 
them, the performer of those religious works after 
death? Here is Satikara's answer: 

"Sruti etc., alone are not the means of knowledge in 
the case of the enquiry into the nature of Brahman, as it 
is in the enquiry with regard to the nature of Dharma 
(religious work), but Sruti etc. and intuition etc. also as 
the case may be, are here the means, for the Knowledge 
of Brahman is to culminate in Intuition, and relates to a 
factual existent Entity. ([0 explain:) With regard to a 
religious duty, there being no need of any Intuition, Sruti 
etc. alone can be deemed to be the valid means, and this 
for the additional reason that the origination of religious 
duty entirely depends upon the will of a person ...... but 
an existent thing cannot in this manner be conceived 
alternatively to be such, or not such, existent or non
existent at one's will. Alternative thoughts with regard 
to a thing depend entirely upon the imagination of a 
person, but the truth of a thing does not depend upon 
the will of a person but depends entirely upon the nature 
of the thing." SBh. 1-1-2. 

Elsewhere Satikara makes his view clearer with 
regard to the matter in hand:-

(~) ~ It ~ ~ClI'UW ~. ;r 
iUlfiTl~~~'~' (f.l
'g-~) ~ tW: I .~' (m. G-l) ~ Tl r~4d§q~'"<t I 
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"In the case of the results of religious works, which is 
not within the range of Intuition, a doubt may possibly 
arise as to whether it would come true or not. But the 
result of knowledge is within the range of Intuition, for 
the Sruti refers to it as 'That which is actual and directly 
known' (Br. 3-4-1), and teaches the ide!ltity of the 
individual self and the Universal Self, in these words 
'That thou art' (Ch. 6-8-7) as an ever-existing fact. Surely 
the sentence 'That thou art' cannot be stretched to mean 
'That thou shalt become after death.' ., 

SBh.3-3-32. 

32. A doubt may possibly rear its head here: How 
can the Upanishadic texts convey an idea of what 
Brah.man is to us? Sentences are made up of words and 
words can denote or connote only objective things which 
possess predictables like genus, quality, action or relation. 
But in the Upanishads, Brahman is not only denied all 
attributes, but also declared to be strictly inexpr,essible 
by words and unthinkable by the mind: 

(~) ~ ~ 1TTffr ~ 31Nct~0('4~~5i1q40a-
{${qq~dq("11f~a4~~4;:UIQqd41Sctlut"1ICflI~lq~fi"'1~~q'I""'
~Wjqql.lq;ft5aJl~qliIOlq3(9q'H:rIq"'i1(qqi' ~ ~ 
fuilR~~ ' 1 

"This indeed, 0 Gargi! Brahmal)as regard to be the 
Akshara (the Imperishable). It is neither gross nor subtle; 
neither short nor long; not red, not viscid, without shadow 
or darkness, not air, not ether, unattached; without taste, 
without smell, having no eyes, having no ears, having no 
organs of speech, having no mind, having no light, having 
no life-breath, having no opening, having no measures 
and having neither inside nor outside. It eats nothing 
whatever. No one eats it." Br. 3-8-8. 
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"Whence speech (and other organs of sense) return 
unable to reach it, along with the mind." Tai. 2-9. 

It is ineffable not because words are inadequate to 
describe it, but because it is the eternal subject which 
objectifies everything else and so can be objectified 
by no words. 

"That which speech cannot express, but which itself 
expresses speech ...... That which the mind cannot think 
of, but which itself, they say, thinks of the mind Know 
that alone to be Brahman, not this which they meditate 
upon as an object." Ke.1-5,6. 

Thus, Brahman is beyond the region of the senses 
and the mind which alone are the instruments 
through which one can know objective things in 
ordinary life. On the other hand, it is of such a nature 
that it s.hines forth by its own inherent light and lights 
up both the senses and the mind and enables them to 
throw light on their respective objects. If so, it will 
be asked, how can "even the Sruti describe Brahman 
which is the light of eternal Witnessing 
Consciousness, which is the prerequisite to know 
even the Vedas as such? 

33. SaIikara points out that there being no need 
for any means to establish the existence of Brahma
Atman (Brahman that is our very Self), the Srutis are 
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called Pramat:la (means of knowledge) by courtesy 
insofar as they remove the distinctions superimposed 
upon Brahman by Avidya We have seen that Avidya 
is the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not
Self, and it is only through ignorance that we speak 
of the means and objects of knowledge: 

(~) ~ ~ atl(qHI(q:flRd~tHlQU~ ~ 
~ 5iqiUI5i~qCQq{il~i: ~ ~ ~:, ~ Tl 
llRiIfUr fCfliuifd~Q"btlQ~irul II 

"It is by presupposing this mutual superimposition of 
the Self and the not-Self, called A vidyii, that the 
conventions both secular and sacred of the means and 
object of right knowledge obtain in life. and so do the 
Sastras dealing with injunctions and prohibitions and 
even with final Release." SBh. 

"Atman or Self, as is well-known, is no adventitious 
thing for anyone, for He is self-established" 

SBh.2-3-7. 

n> ~ QI1JT: ,IIWcnf4titlj44f-dnfa ~, ;rj 
acf.:t fJ ICiif~ttiI44~fi1q((I:t'iDl(ii{4 I ;r tlfm1{ ~ ~ 
Qr 5iFdN4lGfqqfd, fci; mw, 5i(q.1I(q~4 ~ ~ 
atfeUJlQif(WQd ~-~-~ II 

"Objection: If Brahman is not an object of any action, 
then it cannot be maintained that the Sastra is the means 
of knowing It. 

Reply: Not so, for the Sastra purports to wipe off the 
distinctions superimposed on Brahman by A vidya (fo 
explain:) The Sastra does not indeed propose to teach 
Brahman as such and such an object, but it teaches 
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Brahman as no object at all, being the inmost Self and 
removes all distinctions created by Avidya such as the 
knowable, knower and knowledge." SBh.I-I-4. 
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The word ~ Csuch as') in this passage includes the 
distinctions of (1) desired object, desirer, and desire, (2) 
deed, doer and doing, and (3) experienced fruit of action, 
experiencer and experience. All of these, being 
superimposed on Brahman, vanish the moment that 
Brahman is Intuited as Reality devoid of all distinctions 
and differences. Appearances, as is well-known, have 
no existence of their own apart from the substrate on 
which they are superimposed and their sublation merely 
means the knowledge of their essential oneness with 
the substrate. 

34. The Sastra therefore, is a valid means of 
knowledge regarding Brahman insofar as it brings on 
the Intuition of Brahman by showing how all 
distinctions and differences are mere appearances 
superimposed on Brahman. Even the empirical means 
of knowledge, like perception, are held to be valid for 
this very same reason that they ultimately produce 
actual intuition of their object Our effort to see a thing, 
for instance, ends with the dawn of sight, the intuition 
of the thing sought to be seen. But then there is this 
difference between the ordinary means of right 
knowledge and the Sastra as a means of knowing 
Brahman: Even after we have perceived or inferred the 
existence of a phenomenal thing, the distinction of the 
knower, knowable and knowledge stays on as before; 
whereas when the Knowledge of Brahman-Atman 
dawns, this distinction is sublated for good. The 
following remarks of Sailkara about this final Intuition 
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are worthy of note:-

(~) anq ~ 1IlfT1ml atl~4iCi':lW SlfdQIG4i,(, ;rnJ: 

lit ~I lRJ fi ~ '.' ~ ~? 
~? 19.Il(? - ~, t«:t '~', '31i~' 
~ rQ;flJCf-<4GI4i.'(., {ttA~4iCi':lrqqq(qlqila: I ~ 
fl at;qf~~qllllii'lIOl ~ ~ ~i ~ 
(ij1tit<iaC4fttl$Uilc:dlllii qlons~.s~sm II atl4i~d II 

"Moreover, this means of knowledge revealing the unity 
of Atman is fmal; and there is nothing else that can be sought 
to be known subsequently. ([0 explain:) When, for instance, 
in common usage it is laid down that 'One should sacrifice', 
it is at once sought to be known, what, by what means, and 
how (one is to sacrifice); but there is nothing else to be sought 
to be known when it is said 'That thou art', 'I am Brahman'; 
for the resulting Intuition relates to the Unity of the Self of 
all It is only when something else remains, that the desire 
to know it can possibly arise. But there is nothing else which 
remains to be known over and above the Unity of 
Atman" SBh. 2-1-14. 

(~) ~ ~q'lqilfii~Ntld ~ _ ~I '~ 
~' $f4lf«?jfii'kl: \I 

"Nor is it possible to maintain that no such Intuition 
is ever produced, for there are Srutis like the following 
'He was convinced of this instruction of his father' 
(Ch. 6-13-3)." SBh. 2-1-14. 

[The Sruti is not quoted here as a mere authority, for 
preceding this statement there is a series of questions and 
answers in the train of arguments based upon Intuition.] 

(~) ";f ~qqqilf(1(Ot~4i1 VTf.aqf ~ VICRt ~i 
atfqf'.llf.tCJMCIi(l'lG~f.tI((, lIIjijijijilOfl0(f(Nlqli*.l I SlliMl~q;(qlqo. 
~: ri: {t('4lidC461{1 ~ ~ -~ II 
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"Nor, again, is it possible to assert that this Intuition 
is useless, or that it is a hallucination, for we do see that 
A vidya is effectively removed, and there is no other 
knowledge to sublate it. We have already remarked that 
all talk of the true and the false is only before the dawn 
of the Knowledge of the Unity of Atman." 

SBh.2-1-4. 
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[There can be no question of error in the sphere of non
duality.] 

35. This unique conception of the finality of 
knowledge and extinction of all means of knowledge, 
the Sastra no less than the other ordinary means, at 
the dawn of enlightenment, has been expressly stated 
in so many words e)s~where by Sankara: 

(~) ~I 31W ~ - $Jit1(~ct*iIOiI "Q!f ~ ~: I 
~ ~ FrTUT1f.r I -=r fu 3i~(jljql~(nldl{qlct~I(141 ~ 
3iSl14IC!!CfllfiJi iT FnUTTf.r 'iffClg14~;fflfd II 

"Therefore, all injunctions and all other means of 
knowledge, end with the dawn of the Intuition 'I am 
Brahman'. For when the Intuition of the secondless 
Atman, neither to be accepted or shunned, arises, 
Pramal)as (or means of knowledge) cannot continue to 
thrive, since there will be neither a knower nor objects 
to be known then:' SBh. 1-1-4. 

"Since there is the text beginning with "Here the father 
ceases to be the father' which says 'the Vedas are no 
Vedas' (Br. 4-3-22), non-existence of even the Sruti is 
certainly accepted by us in the state of Enlightenment." 

SBh.4-1-3. 
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36. As a corollary from the validity of the Sastra 
it follows that the words of a duly qualified teacher 
are as valid a means as the holy revelation itself, not 
because he is an authority on the subject, but because 
he has become one with the Supreme Atman. One 
would reach at the truth provided that he follows the 
line of reasoning shown by such a teacher, but not 
by any independent ratiocination:-

(~) ~. qfcHl444 I lffitirs~ ~ ~ II 

"This knowledge, my dearest boy, cannot be acquired 
or refuted by speculation, but only as revealed by a 
teacher other than a speculator, can it lead to conviction." 

Ka.2-9. 

"Taught by a person of inferior knowledge, this Atman 
cannot be well-ascertained even if one should reason in 
various ways. There is no not-knowing, however, when 
taught by a teacher who has become one with this Atman. 
For, He (this Atman) is subtler than even the subtlest 
thing and beyond all reason." 

Ka.2-8. 



7. THE EMPIRICAL AND 
THE TRANSCENDENTAL VIEWS 

37. A vidya is the most fundamental of all the 
concepts we have so far considered. Man, as he is 
born, including the most intelligent of his kind who 
can distinguish truth from error, least suspects that 
deep down in his mind there might be a wider 
ignorat:lce which engulfs within its range both the 
truth and error which he iecognizes in ordinary life. 
That is why Sankara begins his Introduction to 
Vedanta Siitras with a concise and brisk statement 
of the nature of that error:-

(~) ~~'~'~~~sct 
HlQiOQ&lil(: II 

"It is a natural procedure on the part of man to base 
his conduct on the notions of me and mine, mixing up 
the real and the non-real." 

Introduction to Sutra Bhashya. 

And the set purpose of the Upanishads is to blot 
out this fundamental error. 

(~) ~: ~J ailJtQi(CifqElI5lfdq'd~ 'd~ 
~II 

"To destroy this basic cause of all evils, all the 
Vedantas (or Upanishads) are begun in order to teach the 
Knowledge of the Unity. of Atman." 

Intro. to SBh. 
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38. This leads us to a consideration of the 
distinction of naive view of Reality and Truth and 
the Vedantic view of the same. Sankara contrasts 
t~ese two view-points by the terms Loka-drshti, and 
Siistra-drshti respectively, as for instance in the 
following passage: 

"In the Sutra 2-1-24, the illustration of the milk was 
adduced to show that there may be a change in the 
substance of a thing even without an external cause, and 
that was onry from" Lokadrshti (the commonsense view). 
But from Siistra-drshti (the Vedantic view), however, 
which entails the uniform dependence of an effect upon 
the Lord is not discarded." 

SBh.2-2-3. 

Sarikara, however, uses another pair of names for 
these views, the Vyiivahiirika (the practical) and the 
Piiramiirthika (Really Real), as in the following 
statement: 

(~) ~ WIf oq'Ci6,f~cfi ~ ftfqTTJ 
'«II(+f)&lCit(' ~ qf{bms~:; ;r ti:W fcNm: q~i4li=Osr~ II 

"The previous rejoinder, citing the illustration of the 
sea and its waves, was given while granting this 
Vyviihiirika distinction (of practical life), of the 
experiencer and the experienced, but from the 
Piiramiirthika (Really Real) stand-point, however, there 
is no such distinction." SBh. 2-1-14. 

We shall use these more familiar terms in our 
further discussion of these two stand-points. 
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39. The Sanskrit word Vyavahara comprehends 
not only thought and expression but also conduct 
based upon them. To think and talk of mother-of
pearl as silver, and proceed towards it with the 
intention of taking up the supposed silver, is Mithya
vyvahara (wrong behaviour), while treating actual 
silver as silver in these three ways is Samyag
vyavahara or right behaviour. Now the Vedantic view 
is that all our ideas, speech and conduct based upon 
practical life (CCIICiijIRq), are really due to ignorance 
from the Piiramiirthika (transcendental, Really Real) 
stand-point. So then, Vyiivahiirika view is the same 
as the view of ignorance (3t1fClEl&lq[)!) or the view that 
distinguishes the knower and the known (S1qIOISlIi~4fu), 
or the view of ordinary life (~, or the view based 
upon waking life (~. It is on the inborn tendency 
of the human mind to falsely superimpose the Self 
and the not-Self (the body, the senses and the mind 
of the waking state) upon each other that this 
Vyavaharic view is based. 

40. How is the waking point of view known to 
be the result of an error? We have already seen how 
this view takes the body and the organs of sense etc. 
to be real without any warrant, and mixes up the real 
Witnessing Atman and the unreal not-Self. The 
following description of waking as Laukika rehearses 
the same idea at full length. 
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" 'With a thing' means that it contains objective ihings 
which are real from the stand..,point of A vidya. And 'with 
knowledge' means that it contains the knowledge of these 
things. That which is the field of all Vyavahara inc1udmg 
that of the Sastra, the duality consisting of the knowing 
subject and the knowable objects. is called Laukika, the 
ordinary life, which is the same thing as the waking state. 
This is waking as described in the Vedantas." 

GKBh. 4-87. 

41. It may appear to be a bold statement to say 
that even the Siistraic Vyavahiira has reality only in 
the field of Avidya. Is it not self-stultifying to say 
that the unreal Sastra reveals Reality? And why 
should we shamelessly call perception and other 
means of knowledge unreal while we have to deal 
with them all our life willy-nilly? Satikara replies: 

(~) ~ ~: I \4acqqijl(lOIiQq 1II1l a6li<C4dlfqfji4i(( 

\4(ii~lqq~:, \CI .. cqqfiH~q SlICi5ianiut( I ~ ~ 
ij{qi~~iraq",:, ~ SlQIOhiftlll6('t{ii$O\! ~ ~~d(q!f"':oi 
CfiwfT.l¥4ud I ~ "§ 31W 1Pf -~ ~ 
~~~:~,~~~I~ 
SlliCl8l1<C4dIM&It( 0Qq: ~ ~ ~ arcml: I 

lm~~~~ ~~~ 
~ ~ fcQn:i qqfff ~~, ~ if 
~tftlijifitSlj(Hd(Cfilc?t qqfff, ~ II 

"This fault cannot be imputed to our position; for, all 
the Vya vaharas can be consistently real before 
Enlightenment dawns, like the Vyavahara in a dream 
before waking. (1'0 explain:) So long as the Knowledge.of 
the one real Atman has not arisen, the idea of the 
unreality of the effects, that is, of the nature of the means 
of knowledge, objects of knowledge and the resultant 
knowledge never occurs to anyone; on the other hand, 
every one takes the effects alone to be himseif and his 
own and says 'this is me, this is mine', forgetting his own 
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true nature of being Brahmatman. Therefore all 
Vyavahara (procedure), secular and Vedic, is consistent 
so long as one is not awakened to the Knowledge of one's 
being the A.tman of Brahmic nature. This is just like the 
case of an ordinary person seeing all sorts of phenomena 
in a dream. He is sure that he actually perceives those 
things before he is awakened, and does not suspect they 
are only simulacra of perception." 
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 198. 

Add to this the conception of Sastra as the ultimate 
means of Knowledge as described in the previous 
section (p. 50) and we have a complete picture of 
Sankara's distinction of the empirical view and the 
transcendental or Sastraic view. 

42. It would be jnteresting and profitable to 
contrast the significance of the several concepts we 
have discussed so far, from these two distinct points 
of view. To aid the memory of the beginner, the 
results of such a contrast are subjoined in a tabular 
form. 

Concept Vyavahiiric Significance 
Alman The individual soul. 
A vidya 19noran<;e of a thing. 

Piiramiirthic Significance 
The Witnessing Principle. 
Superimp06ition of the 
Self and the non-self. 

Vidyii Knowledge of an object. Intuition of Brahman as 
the universal Self. 

Srshli 1) Creating or inventing 
something. 

2) The thing so created 

l~vara Ruler. 

Bondage Suspension, confinement. 
Release Setting free, becoming 

free. 

1) Projection of an 
appearance. 

2) The world super-
imposed on Brahman. 

Atman eXlstmg inde-
dently of the world. 
Apparent limitation. 
Getting rid of A vidya, etc. 
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43. Since, according to Vedanta~ Brahman is 
absolutely void of all distinctions, and that secondless 
Entity is the only Reality, one might well wonder: 
(i) how there could be a Science of Reality, (ii) how 
there could be any teaching of Brahman, (iii) to whom 
that teaching could be addressed and (iv) what purpose 
the teaching coufd possibly serve. These four primary 
considerations, called Anubandhas in 'the realistic 
DarSanas cannot gain entrance in the Advaita which 
knows no distinctions or differences. How is then a 
Science or Philosophy of Advaita possible at all? 

44. This difficulty is obviated in Vedanta by 
adopting a method of teaching called the 
Adhyiiropapaviida Nyiiya. This method consists in the 
device of deliberately superimposing something on 
Reality for the time being, in order to remove some 
other superimposed characteristics, and then to 
rescind the presumed characteristic as well. That this 
is the only method adopted in the Upanishads has 
been shown by Sankara in his commentaries on the 
Upanishads and explained in so many words in his 
commentary on the Bhagava~lta. Thus in the course 
of explaining the meaning of Sl6kas (verses 13 and 14 
of Ch. XIII), which are by the way a virtual 
reproduction of Svetiisvatara (III, 16 and 17), he 
writes:-
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(~) ~:i)qIMq~iJd~~~-~ ~ 
~ '~ {4"''AI{4¥4~1 ~ I ~ fqaUWiqfq 

aif~(q11i:i4Iqi<4 ~ QRQ;('Qi\d4d '~: ~' 
~ I ~ it ~SiGlqft1Gi ifiRll I atoUi\qlqql~lurt ~ 
~I~.II 

"The several special features noticed in the Kshetrajfia 
(the Self) owing to the limiting conditions caused by the 
different forms of Kshetra (the body etc.) being unreal, 
have been rescinded in the previous Sloka, and Kshetrajna 
has been taught to be realized as neither being nor non
being. But in this verse (13), even the unreal nature, 
manifested through the limiting conditions, has been 
treated as though it were the property of the knowable 
Self just to bring its existence home, and hence the 
knowable Kshetrajiia is spoken of as possessing hands 
and feet etc. everywhere. Accordingly, there is the well
known saying of the knowers of tradition: 'That which is 
devoid of all details is set-forth in detail through deliberate 
superimposition and rescission." 

GBh.13-13. 

"Lest it should be supposed that this knowable Atman 
is really possessed of the senses such as hands and feet, 
just because they are imputed to It, this next verse is 
begun (to negate them}." GBh.I3-14. 

S9 

45. We shall try to show how here this device of 
Adhyiiropiipaviida (ascription and subsequent 
negation) has been applied in the Upanishads in the 
case of each of the concepts we have discussed in 
the preceding pages: 

(~) (a) ~an(oflql1. ~ qilQI'1lti1l ~ ~sw 
~:II 
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"Subtler than the subtlest. greater than the greatest. 
the Atman is hidden in the cave (of the heart) of this 
born being." Tai. Na.l0. 

Here Atman is described as residing within the 
heart of the Jlva, who desires to know the truth about 
the Self. Hence this is an ascription of a place to the 
Atman who being omnipresent cannot be located 
This is done with the intention of withdrawing an 
extrovert mind which is naturally attracted by 
external objects of sense. 

"The one Deva (God) is hidden in all beings. All
pervading, the one inmost Self of all cre~tures, presiding 
over all, the Witnessing Consciousness residing in all 
creatures, the One without a second, having no qualifying 
adjuncts." Sve.6-11. 

This predication of omnipresence to Atman as the 
Self of all, rescinds the ascription of its location in 
the heart of born creatures. 

(~) (a) aifqillqli1Oij~~: ~!fro: Qfuadi104i1i1I: I 

~: ~~ar.fRct~~~: II 

"Living in the midst of A vidya but priding in their 
discriminating power and learning, the perplexed fools 
whirl round and round in Sarhsara like blind men led by 
one who is oneself blind" Ka 2-5. 

Here it is presumed that there are persons who do 
not know the real nature of the Brahman-Self. Of 
course, it is on this supposition of the ignorance of 
Brahman-Atman, that the enquiry into the nature of 
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Brahman is begun. It should be noted that the student 
of Vedanta is granted to be ignorant of his true 
Hrahmic nature, and that Brahman is the object of 
enquiry. Both of these assumptions are quite 
necessary before the Sastra or the teacher proposes 
to propound the r~al nature of Brahman. It is from 
this Adhyiiropa (deliberate superimposition) stand
point that Sailkara writes in his commentary on the 
first Sutra of Badaraya1}a:-

"~ ~ ~ gflfiCilcRhtGliti<Q*4QPJicil: ~: I 
~ ~ S4f(i$QEjQI.n R:~~, ~ il 
~ I ~ ilUf-.J1~I~lq=<4I*41,<§"1 aGHtCiI~tftqi*11 
<1Gfqi\Md4l'fqq;~UII R:il+ht5f4I\i141 ~ II" 

"Thus there are many thinkers who differ from one 
another on this subject. some of them depending upon 
sound arguments and genuine texts while others depend 
on those of seeming validity. One who would accept any 
one of these opinions at random without seriously 
pondering over the matter, would be not only prevented 
from attaining the highest good, but even run the risk of 
becoming a prey to evil consequences. Therefore through 
proposing the enquiry into Brahman, this sacred 
investigation of the meaning of Vedanta texts, with the 
ancillary reasoning unopposed to them, is begun with the 
aim of showing the way to the highest good." 

SBh.I-I-I. 

Here evidently besides the ignorance of Brahman, 
the validity of the Sastra as a means to Release, and 
t he efficacy of sound reasoning subservient to it, as 
also duly qualified aspirants for the final goal, are all 
taken for granted to be factual from the Adhyiiropa
standpoint of view. 
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"All this Universe consisting of religious works, 
Knowledge and Brahman supremely immortal, is verily 
Purusha. One who knows this to be concealed in the 
recess of his heart, verily cuts this knot of A vidya here 
and now, my dear boy." Mu.2-1-1O. 

Here there is the Adhyiiropa of Vidya and its 
efficiency in completely destroying Avidya. Now, 
from the really real point of view, there is always 
only Brahman and nothing else. What is the correct 
view to take about these concepts of Vidya and 
Avidya? The following excerpt from Satikara will 
clarify this:-

(c) CIiW !i'H4 i BlafJQ ~ ~, ~ ~ WW w
~~:I~~~:~I~ .-sf« 
.. 4i~fT.i«5iafJEI: I mm ~ ~ firrt;nsS(q;f: 

4If&:ffl4tEU« a.lt1i3Qqf1tf<fd, m~ ~: II 

Objection: But to whom does the Aprabodha 
(ignorance) pertain? 

Reply: We reply - To you who are asking this question. 

Objection: But I am taught by the Sruti to be· isvara 
Himself! 

Rep/y: If you are thus awake, then there is no A vidya 
attaching itself to anyone. And by this reply the 
additional fault laid at the door of the system by some 
objectors may also be regarded as having been set aside. 
They say that Atman having A vidya as a second entity 
beside Him, Advaita would cease to be a fact. 

SBh. 4-1-3. 
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GauQapada has summed up this Apaviida 
(abrogation) of the assumption of Vidya and A vidya 
in the following verse: 

~.nf«qlqql 'P ~ ~: ~ I 
at'l1qf~~q~Aqlt1 ~ aGT II 

"When this Jlva awakes from his beginningless 
illusory dream, he then realizes the unborn, sleepless, 
dreamless, secondless Self." GK. 1-16. 

[Here 'sleep' is the name given to not-knowing, and 'dream' 
to wrong conception or Adhyasa] 

46. Avidya is the most fundamental concept used 
as a device for showing the illusory nature of all other 
concepts~ It is to be itself overpassed when 
enlightenment dawns. We may now take up the other 
concepts to show how they serve as devices to teach 
the Truth applying this self-same principle of 
Adhyiiropiipaviida. 

Atman is assumed to be an individual self in order 
to explode the delusion. that the body, the senses or 
the mind may be the self. Thus proceeding from the 
Qody one rises to the Consciousness of the true Self 
by taking for granted that the inner and more subtle 
non-Self is the actual Self and rejecting the grosser 
non-Self which was previously mistaken for the Self. 
Ordinarily man's idea is so vague and confounded 
that he t~kes anyone of the physiological or psychic 
forces or organs as his own self for practical purposes. 
This process is thus described by Sarikara: 

(~) ~;n1f atdf~~gf,,: - ~ I ~ 
S~"IJf«! ~ ~ en arFcr ~: ~ en ~ 
~ atl(q:<4Ui~Fd I "iMf ~ "S1ll, ~, 
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Tfm~, ~, 11imfir, ~ if - ~ I tm $f*"Qi4i'l 
¥fi:, C1iTUT:, .:, ~: ~ - '$fir I <m 3f.(I':~ 
CfiIi4*1l{Wqf~fTJfqa(\ijIS6QCHtlql~'l1 ~ ~gSlt'C4fq"1'l 
atq)q~SlilH*llfitriUT Slt+04%Q;qtiH4 (f if ~ ~ 
~ 3Mf:Cfi{Ollf~tClUlf4fd II 

"We have already stated that superimposition means 
mistaking one thing for another. To expla"in by citation 
of specific instances: A man superimposes properties of 
external persons such as those of his son, wife or others 
on himself and thinks that he himself has a maimed body 
or a sound and perfect body while they (the wife, son or 
others) are maimed or possess a sound and perfect body. 
Similarly, attributes of the body are superimposed when 
he thinks 'I am stout, lean or frail'; 'I am standing, I am 
going, I am jumping'. He superimposes the properties of 
the senses on himself, when he thinks 'I am dumb, blind 
df one eye, deaf or impotent. So also he superimposes 
the properties· of the internal organ (the mind) such as 
desire, will, doubt, certainty, etc. In the same way he 
superimposes the ego on the inner Atman who is the 
Witness of all its modifications and vice versa that inner 
Atman, the Witness of all, on the internal organ etc." 

Introduction to Siitra Bhashya. 

Elsewhere, SaIikara writes:-

(~) lllIf4 if ~ arnqr Frm:, ~ illtiHi'lfqd 

~~, {8f-i;il4':fl9Fcarij\P<44«"1lf~UI'l 1 mr Q04MlctQR"1 
Q\Cfi4~Ii4ijj{1fd, ~ ~ ~ mr ~ liftrqfu: II 

"It is true that the Self to be known is partless, but 
there are many parts superimposed on him, such as the 
body, the senses, imagination, intellect and feeling or the 
experience of objects of sense. Now by one specific 
concentration, he discards one such part as the not-Self, 
and by another some other part. And so there is the 
possibility of gradual knowledge of the true Self." 

SBh.4-1-2. 
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Thus by means of the assumption of particular 
pseudo-selves as the real Self, certain other such 
selves may be relegated to the class of not-selves, and 
the process might continue till at last one arrives at 
t he genuine Atman, the one Self in all beings. 

47. Similarly the world is taught to be a creation 
or transformation of the Supreme Atman in such 
Srutisas (~) mS~1 itS ~ ~I ~ ~~I 
If ~ I ~ ~«fq~\jfd I (rai. 2-6. 'He desired that he 
might become plentious and be born as many, and 
created all this); but in another place, the material of 
the universe may be declared to be Maya ~ g ~ 
~ (Sve. 4-10) thus denying real causation and 
elsewhere the whole Universe may be pronounced 
to be· Brahman alone ~ ~ ~ CAll this 
indeed is verily Brahman itself Mu. 2-2-11), while in 
a fourth place the whole manifestation of Brahman 
as with form and formless may be emphatically 
denied ~ ~ ~ ~ ;r i1dwlfc::fi1 ~('4o:£1(Hqf(O(1 (Now 
for the teaching of the real Brahman, 'Not this, not 
t hat'; there is no other way of describing Brahman 
except by negation (Br. 2-3-6). 

The different~ ways of creation, described by 
different illustrations are only a device to take the 
aspiring mind to the realization of the real Atman. 
So says the Revered' Gau<;lapada:-

'l*"t;fct~fMfi1it: ~ JlfC::dlo:£ll4l I 
atmi': ms~ ~~: ~ II 
"By illustrations like those of clay, gold and sparks, 

creation has been described in various ways by the Srutis. 
All that is only a means.to take the mind to Truth. There 
is no difference or distinction whatever in Brahman due 
to creation:' OK. 3-15. 
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48. We may now turn towards the concept of 
isvara. The word in Sanskrit literally means a ruler 
and hence it is only a relative term. Brahman is 
spoken of as Isvara only when contrasted with the 
Jlvas from the empirical point of view. The apparent 
inconsistency of admitting the distinction of a God 
and the individual souls in the Absolutism of 
Vedanta, has been explained by -Satikara by 
postulating Mayic conditioning adjuncts (see para 16, 
p. 24) invariably by citing the illustration of the 
distinction of the Universal Ether (Akasa) and ether 
conditioned by jars, pots, etc. And the seeming 
anomaly in using one and the same epithet Isvara 
and even (para-Brahman) for both the Higher and 
the Lower Brahmans, has been cleared up (p. 31) by 
drawing the attention of beginners to the fact that 
one and the same Reality is mea'nt in all these cases; 
only one has to keep in mind the context - whether 
of Jiiana (Knowledge) or of Upasana (meditation) in 
which the term is used to avoid confusion. 

49. Bearing this in mind, we may now proceed 
to see how the Adhyiiropiipaviida Nyiiya, is applied 
to this concept of Isvara. The following extract from 
Satikara may be studied with profit in this 
connection:-

(~) ~ ~fc'UJI(q~I~qf~~ fa(f4sa(€j ~ 
~i!~lf'ffi(€j if ';f ~ ~ 3tqH<HtcifqIM~{i\q amqf.f 

$ftmflr~'daHiJ~halr~CiCltt(iH ~ II 

"Thus the Isvarahood of Isvara, has omniscience, 
omnipotence etc. are all due to the limitation caused by 
the adjuncts set up by A vidya, while from the Paramartha 
stand-point there cannot be reasonably any thought of 
the distinction of the ruler and the ruled or omniscience 
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etc. in the Atman whose essential nature is altogether 
free from all limiting adjuncts." 

SBh. 2-1-14. 
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And Sankara shows how even the Sruti constantly 
makes use of the concepts like Isvara from the stand
point of practical life:-

(~) OQqiji{iqWi4i~: ~ tsB{ir~OQqt!l{: -'~ 
rim ~ 'ldiMQfd)q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~' (Cf· ~-~-~~) ~II 

"In the state of practical life, in the Sruti also the 
convention of lsvara etc. has been enunciated: 'This is 
the Ruler of all, this is the one Lord of all beings, this is 
the protector of all beings, this is the dam that maintains 
the boundaries so that there may not be any intermixing 
of the duties of these men: (Br. 4-4-22):' 

SBh. 2-1-14. 

And the Sruti elsewhere rescinds this assumption 
in the following words:-

~ Rf4~qit'Hi~ -;no: trt ~ ~ ~ I 
~ ~ ~ il mq"f d 'Sffit ~ ~II 
"This, which is eternally in one's own Self has got to 

be known; for there is nothing else to be known beyond 
this. The experiencer, the object of experience and the 
Inspirer must be contemplated and known. All this, the 
threefold distinction mentioned here, is really Brahman." 

Sve.I-12. 

Here God, who guides the individual soul, is 
declared to be no ·other than Brahman in the same 
way as the soul itself. The distinction between Isvara 
and the soul being based upon limiting adjuncts 
projected by Avidya, disappears simultaneously with 
the Knowledge of their eternal Unity. So says Satikara 
in another context: 
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(~) atfir ~ ~ '~' $~ci\ifIJhICh" ~ 
~: ~ ~, 31Q1l(j ~ (tGT ~ ~ 
~ ~ I ~ r44t1lil~l .. fq\iJf4jd{<4 ~C;i5Qqijl({<4 
~~II 

"Moreover, when non-duality is revealed by texts of 
the type of 'That thou art' by pointing out non-difference, 
then both Jlva's liability to experience mundane life and 
Brahman's creative aspect disappear, because all 
conventions of differences, being the display of delusion, 
are then banished by right Knowledge." 

SBh. 2-1-22. 

50. And now for the concept of Bondage and 
Release. The following Sruti refers to the Self in both 
these states: 

<~) ~ss(qJ _ ~ ~ tct ~ 
"dtim: II 

"The self, not being able to do anything of his own 
free-will, is bound because of its nature of being an 
experiencer of the fruits of action, but on knowing the 
Deva, the self-shining Brahman, he is freed from all his 
bonds." 5ve. 1-8. 

It is evident that the text implies that bondage is 
due to ignorance, since Knowledge of the divine 
nature is declared to be . the liberator. And how is 
Bhoktrtva the cause of bondage? We learn from 
another Sruti:-

(~) atltftf-AAq.ngffi eJlck\t'f,U§4;f\rqul: I 

"The wise ones call him Bhokta (experiencer) who is 
conjoined to the body, the senses and the mind." 

Ka.3-4. 

And this so-called conjunction, we have seen 
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(p. 41), is the result of ignorance. So then from this 
Apa viida (rescission) view release becomes 
synonymous with the Knowledge of one's eternal 
nature as having no body. This point Sailkara makes 
clear in the following words: 

(~) 3i~I{\((q~CI ~~~,:r, (R<f ~
~ I 'awmt ~1{\~tq'1C1~tqClf~d'{ I" fcrpmqR 1I(q1' 

QtU :r ~' (C1iT. ~-~~), $f"ufG~fd'i4: II 

Objection: But this state of being freed from a body, 
is itself the effect of Vedic works! 

Reply: No, it cannot be so. For, that is one's eternal 
nature. For this, we have the authority of texts such as 
'The wise one who knows the bodiless One in an the 
bodies, Himself remaining changeless in all the changeful 
(bodies), as the great omnipresent Atman, never grieves.' 
(K. 2-22)." SBh. 1-1-4.' 

So then the idea of one's being bound by the body 
and obtaining Release from that Bondage ultimately, 
resolves itself into being ignorant of the nature of 
Atman and dispelling that ignorance by means of right 
Knowledge. And we have clearly seen that the 
teaching of ignorance and Knowiedge is also in its 
turn an instance of Adhyiiropapiiviida. 

GauQapada who knows the spirit of Vedanta 
tradition, rightly remarks: 

:r ROO:r ~ i.ir:r i.f~: I 
:r~t~~~11 
"No dissolution, no origin; no one bound, no one really 

practising the acts of discipline. Neither one who longs 
for Release nor indeed one who is Released. This is the 
true nature of things." GK. 2-32. 

51. The next concept to which this principle of 
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deliberate superimposition and rescission has been 
applied, may be now taken up. How is the conception 
of the validity of the Sastra justifiable from the 
standpoint of Advaita? Adopting the Adhyiiropa 
point of view, the Sruti says: 

(~) 'ri ~ ~HqGlilli=tf.ij' 

"That Goal which all the Vedas teach." Ka.2-15. 

"No one who is not proficient in the Vedas, can know 
that Great One." Tai. Bra. 3-12-9-7. 

This is of course from the Adhyiiropa point of view. 
Fropt th~ AJXl viida point of view, however, they 
proclaim: 

"Here the father becomes no father, the mother no 
mother, the worlds no worlds, the gods no gods, and the 
Vedas no Vedas." Br. 4-3-22. 

[Where everything merges in the one Atman, even the Vedas 
are no longer Vedas.] 

It is only in the field of Avidya that the Vedas are 
conceded to be a valid source of Knowledge. But 
when the Goal is reached there is no need for this 
concession, for then all is seen to be the one Atman. 

52. The concept of Vyavahiira (thought, 
expression and deed) is conceded only where we see 
duality, but there is no distinction whatever in the 
one Atman and hence the concession is retracted in 
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the context of Reality: 

(~) w fg tmrcr ~ tffm ¢ ~ tffm ¢ 
~~ ~ ~ tffm $fHqNq~fij ~ ¢ ~ 
~¢~tffm¢~~¢~lr,T 
~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~'1~1""~4 ~ If.Cfur ~ $ ~ 
~ fC:N1I-tl4Iflll 

"Where it is as if it were duality, there one sees 
another, there one smells another, there one tastes 
another, one speaks to another, there one hears another, 
there one thinks of another. there one touches another, 
there one knows another. But where to this (enlightened 
one). all has become the one Atman, there who is to see 
whom, there who is to smell whom, there who is to taste 
whom, there who is to speak te whom, there who is to 
hear whom, there who is to think of whom, there who is 
to touch whom, -and who is to know of whom 1" 

Br.4-5-15. 
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The Sruti says that even while seeing another and 
carrying on other functions of the sensory organs, it 
is duality as it were, for in reality it is Atman all the 
while, and so the distinction of the ordinary view 
and the transcendental view is itself abrogated here. 
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53. We have so far dwelt upon Satikara's 
clarification of the most important Vedantic concepts 
relating to the central teaching of the Upanishads 
regarding Reality. We have now to pass on to a 
consideration of two other concepts, Sannyiisa 
(renunciation) and Yoga (contemplation). These 
constitute the important steps of discipline which 
qualify an aspirant to enter upon the study of the 
cardinal doctrines of Vedanta. 

54. The word Sannyiisa as popularly understood 
is associated with the mendicant life of a certain order 
of monks who wear ochre clothing. The significance 
of the Vedantic concept of Sannyasa is so variously 
understood by commentators that it is necessary to 
examine it more closely in order to shed light upon 
its precise nature as taught in the Upanishads. Here 
are some texts from the MU[llJaka and the 
Brhadiira[l yaka : 

(~) (N:q ~ fidqcHt~(O~ 
~~~iIV(f:1 

~~fcmrr:~ 
~:~~~II 

"As for those who devote themselves to Tapas and 
Sraddha (discipline proper to their station of life, and 
meditation) in the forest with self-control and wisdom, 
and living on alms and unsullied by desire, they go 
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I hrough the solar-door to where the immortal Purusha 
of undecaying nature dwells." Mu. 1-2-11. 

IThe 'solar-door' represents the Devayiina-path along which 
"noted souls travel to reach the Brahma-Loka.] 

This life is common to both Viinaprasthas and 
Sa II n yiisins who have renounced the house-holder's 
()I"(.lcr as directed by the Smrtis. This is quite different 
I rom the Paramahamsa-Sann yasa enjoined in the 
'Ipanishad texts like the following: 

(~) ~~~~~:~~
um Hi&qUlIlIllf ~ ~ ~ II 

"Knowing this Atman well-known to Vedantins, 
IJrahmal)as transcend longing for offspring, longing for 
wealt.h and longing for the (three) worlds, and live on 
a I ms. .. Bt. 3-5-1. 

The Bhashya on this text remarks:-

(~) Fq*,i4ijqI4Cfi~CfiI{( .qIF{dl\RIl{( \{ttUllcg(\!j14('1~ 
qlf<dl,*"I~i'tqq~: I ~ ~ ~ ~ qIF{dl,*,,'t. 

C1(:ltil*'i4lfi·'t. ~1(q*,14Fqi'twqOllqf(i'Q141{c'\QI"lI( I 31fcrnr-
rf:.tqll(Ctl~qUlllIl: I dliilFril:€hUI ~ ~ ~ 
ataHtCfiIf~q;('1!1lf[(1ijIQ4if... ~ Cj~jqCndlf~*l11!I4f~14 ~ 
YII\ 

"For there may be reasonably a Pari vrajya (going away 
I mill home, Sannyasa), 'Other than that which belongs to 
I Itl" knowing person, and is of the nature of transcending 
all desires. To explain: The Piirivriijya, which is of the 
11011 ure of transcending the desires (Esha~liis), is ancillary 
III I he Knowledge of Atman, for it is of the nature of 
1I·lHltlciation of the desire opposed to the Knowledge of 
Brahman, and desire is only in the sphere of A vidyii. And 
ut her than that, there is a Piirivriijya in the form of an 
A.~mma (order of life), a means to the attainment of 
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Brahmaloka and other fruits of action. It is in connection 
with this Sannyasa that wearing Yajiiopavfta etc. are 
enjoined and that the Liliga (the characteristic uniform 
of the order) is enjoined." 

Br. Bh. 3-5-1. 

[The sacred thread or wearing the cloth in a particular form 
is necessary for worshipping the gods, or the manner of carrying 
on human activities in accordance with religion. This 
Yajiiopavftiidi, wearing a saffron cloth, carrying it staff, a water
pot, and other items distinguishing a Sannyasin is Litiga.] 

This description of a Smartha Sannyasin, must be 
sufficient to assure us that a real Paramahamsa has 
no characteristic marks of a particular Asrama. 
Accordingly the Jiibiilopanishad says: 

, (-g) 31l!f~~~sqfb*:~ ~ 
~~II 

"And now for the Parivriit, wearing a slightly coloured 
cloth, shaven, having nothing in his possession, clean, 
malevolent towards none, living on alone, he attains 
Brahman-hood." Jab. 5. 

55. So much for the outward form of a Sannyasin. 
And what would be the nature of his mind? Here is 
what Lord Sri Krishna says:-

(~) ~:~~~:I 
~&.:fiuif«foii 'Q"{q'j ;ij .. cUfI"Illi4 i lT.0fd II 

"Possessing a mind unattached to everything, self
controlled, void of all desires, he attains the 
accomplishment of perfect actionlessness, through 
Sannyiisa." G. 18-49. 

Here Satikara's commentary explains that 
Sannyasa is either right Knowledge, or the 
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renunciation of all actions through that Knowledge 
(ijkl4G~i44 ~ C1T {i4§q;q~"4I~oi). And what this internal 
renunciation of all actions consists in, is thus 
explained by the Lord himself:-

(~) ij441Qiful 1Rm ~ ~ emt I 
~~~~~~II 

"Having mentally renounced all actions, the self
controlled embodied one rests happy in the fortress of 
nine doors, himself doing nothing and engaging no one 
else in any action." G.5-13. 

(~) ~~~~~~I 
Q¥43l'J OCC"( ~ ~ 'ffiU"( ~ ~II 
~ ~ .J(ulif:4iqf~f'4qiiN I 

$f.s{<fjonf-AA1i! • '$ftf ~ II , 
"The Knower of Truth would think that he is doing 

nothing while he sees, hears, touches, smells, eats, moves 
about, sleeps, breathes, speaks, excretes (waste matter), 
grasps, opens or shuts his eyes; he would always bear in 
mind that only the senses function on their 
objects." G. 5-8, 9. 

This is the real Sannyiisa (renunciation), through 
Samyagjiiiina (right Knowledge). The'right Knowledge 
itself, as we have seen, has been (in Satikara's 
commentary on Gtta 18-49) considered Sann yiisa par 
excellence. And what that right Knowledge consists 
in relation to action, is summed up in the following 
verse of the Bhagavadgita :-

('g) ~ ll: Q¥~G<fiqfUl q CIi1f ll: I 
~ ~ ~ ~~: iIi(i441q'll((II~lll 

"He who sees inaction in action, and action in inaction, 
he is the wis,est of all men; he has a poised mind, and he 
alone has done all that had to be done." 

G.4-18. 
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Here Satikara explains: 
Qi~d;;j~It( Siijfitf"4ijTCfl:, cH('q5l,4ct fl ri ~ 

fQiQrQir{q)rf~a@ri\sfqEl"iqr~ct " 
"The wise one sees action in inaction, and inaction in 

action, seeing that all thought of action, means of action 
etc., are in the field of A vidya alone, 5ince engagement 
in action or desisting from it both depend on the doing 
agent, and never affect the Reality of Atman." 

GBh. 4-18. 

56. Genuine Sannyasa then consists in one's 
realizing the eternally actionless Atman as identical 
with one's own Self. The effect of such Realization 
on one's empirical life is obvious. The normal mind 
which recognizes gradations of fellow-beings as 
regards their physique, wealth, intellect and social 
position, naturally finds it diffiCult to adjust itself to 
the varying factors or to react with equanimity in all 
cases. But the genuine Sannyasin, by dint of the 
mental equilibrium gained through his Intuition and 
the Sannyasin who tries to emulate him in his 
accomplishments for the sake of acquisition of right 
Knowledge (~:), on the other hand, is unique in 
his equable beha viour towards all. I shall quote a few 
more verses from the Bhagavadglta in illustration of 
this: 

(~) ~ ~ CfiTlfr.l ~ 1f1?i ~, 
3fr(if~ctr(if .. r ~: f~d)j~H<1<?1i4a " 

"One is said to be a Sthitaprajiia (equanimous) when 
one abandons all desires that pertain to the mind, being 
perfectly satisfied in and for one's own Self." G.2-55. 

[The perfect one is never elated or dejected by pleasure or 
pain due to sensory contact of external objects, for he ever rests 
in his Real Self.] 
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"The wise look upon a learned Brahmat:la of reputed 
demeanour, a cow, an elephant, a dog or an outcaste with 
equal regard. They have indeed overcome birth in this 
very life, whose mind is fixed upon the one and the same 
Brahman in all. Brahman in all is, as is well-known, 
perfectly stainless and so they rest in Brahman alone." 

G. 5-18, 19. 
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[The wise stay their mind on Brahman only everywhere and 
IIrc for ever unaffected by the external conditioning adjuncts 
superimposed by Avidya.] 

57 .. The real aim of Sannyasa being the 
Realization of the immortal Self of all, it is evident 
that acquisition of worldly possessions can be but a 
serious obstacle in the way of the aspirant for that 
Supreme Goal. The Sruti says: 

';r don ;r '5l'iI"ltT m ~ aiijdtiliH4l(}: II 

"Not by religious works nor by progeny, nor yet by 
acquisition of wealth, but only through renunciation did 
the great ones attain immortality." Tai. N. 12-3. 

It is strange and .regrettable that this ideal of 
Sannyasa taught by the Great Sailkaracharya, both 
by precept and example, has been almost lost sight 
of in these days, and even upstarts putting on the 
ochre cloth and parading with staff and Kamantjalu 
(water-pot) through busy streets or haranguing from 
platforms to eager crowds on the verities of Vedanta, 
are often admired as the harbingers of a new Vedantic 
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age. One c~nnot guess what other ulterior motives 
may be lurking behind the scene! 

Those that are sincere aspirants for genuine 
Sannyasa, however, will refuse to be admitted into 
this cadre of charlatans and escapists. For such 
candidates there are secondary types of Sannyasa 
recommended in the Srutis and Smrtis :_ 

(1) The first Thyaga or Sannyasa is giving up 
prohibited immoral acts (f:tN;ji('(wO: 

"One who has not abstained from bad conduct, cannot 
attain Atman through Knowledge." Ka. 2-24. 

Then (2) renouncing the Karmas enjoined for the 
various fruits thereof (CfiIi4Cfith'*'lIJO, and then (3) giving 
up the desire for the enjoyment of fruits of all acts 
whatever:-

~~~~~~:I 
~~~~:II 

"The far-seeing regard the renunciation of Kiimya
karmas as the Sann yiisa and the wise call that Th yiiga 
which consists in the abandonment of the fruits of all 
actions." G. 18-2. 

(4) The fOl)rth step in the ladder is to perform 
one's own proper Karma - the duty enjoined by the 
Sastra as proper to his station in Iife:-

'q'ff: Slijf-tt'4.ttHi V-f ~ ~ I 
~~~~~:Il 
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"By worshipping that God from whom all creatures 
are born and in whom all beings live and move, and by 
whom all this Universe is pervaded, by worshipping that 
God through the performance of one's own duty, man 
attains perfection." G. 18-46. 
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When one has taken these successive steps, the 
final step can be scaled without difficulty. It is this 
final step that enables one to realize the goal at last 

(5) ~ ~ ~ lroJt R I 

31W (q'f ~ ~ lIT lJif: II 

"Giving up all actions, take refuge in me alone. I shall 
free thee from all stains; do not grieve." G. 18-66. 

58 .. The Vedantic concept of Yoga, has been 
mistaken for so many practices advocated by 
different schools, that many gullible people are taken 
in by the display of certain miracles by unscrupulous 
imitators who would have us believe that their 'Yoga' 
is a free pass entitling them to be considered as the 
only Vedantins. The doctrine of the post-Sari karas, 
stating that experience of Advaita is possible only in 
Samiidhi, has added strength to this current belief. 
Viichaspati Misra, for instance, says: 

(~) ~qINf(Fd ~ ~ I ijHOII~I",~qjij4t fW 
~4qq«~<.ihu: I ~: '~~: ~ I 3T31' 'JJffircq) 
~:' ~ ijHunq~¥I:; 'RrGf4lr~d~:' ~ ~:; 
'Q"SQ':' ~ ~qjQ~~¥I: I ~: - '~ &lR1{ aMqlSl~ 
~~i1l0<4f4tq ~:' ~ I ~ ~ ~ aqfG¥441"1:, 
arnq;r: ~ ~~: II 

This is Misra's comment on Badarayal).a's Vedanta 
Siitra 2-3-39. Here evidently the author of the sub-
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commentary on SaIikara's Sutra Bhashya is se~!~ 
to interpret the Vedantic text 'arnqy iU aft Jl!i5Q': 

~ f.:tfGQIifffriOQ: ' (Br. 2-4-5). wherein Yajiiavalkya 
is explaining to his wife how Atman is to be seen, 
i.e., Realized. Of course, Atman being one's own Self 
can never be literally ·seen'. The whole dialogue 
between the sage and his wife is devoted to show 
how the universe originates from Atman, rests in 
Atman while it appears and finally dissolves into 
Atman, and is therefore essentially identical with 
Atman. There is absolutely no reference to YOga at 
all anywhere in this context and yet the author of 
the Bhamati is anxious to interpret this text as though 
it were a passage from Patanjali, and concludes by 
explaining that Jl!i5Q': (Atman is to be seen by means 
of experience in Samadhi or mystic trance)! 

59. And the author of Vivarana (commentator of 
the Paiichapadikii) writes: ' . 

(~) ~ a6l1(qljqqld~l1i.4q'j: !iO: ~lf~('Q!rc4a? ;r ~ 
~ ,,1t: I ~ 31~Siill"lf4Cfiti1~l1i'1't, ~ 
311(.Ciiqfq~lfila~qr.,fiM'M¥i4 ~ II PV.p.284. 

In this passage Prakasatman is offering an 
explanation for the apparent inconsistency that one 
who has already intuited the non-dual Atman still 
continues to perceive the manifold world. His 
explanation is that the intuition is in the YOgic trance 
of Asamprajiiata-Samadhi while the perception of 
duality is due to the defect engendered by the 
Prar9bdha-karma (Karma whose effects are still 
fructifying and can subside only after the mortal coil 
is shuffled oft). 
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60. Other writers on Vedanta up to our own times 
also follow in the foot-steps of these way-showers 
and seem to think that experience of Vedantic truths 
is reserved for adepts in Patanjala-YOga. It is therefore 
meet that we examine what the Srutis themselves 
have to say on the subject and how Sankara himself 
has clarified this concept. 

61. We shall first advert to the Brhadiira!lyaka 
text which the author of the Bhamati feels to be 
redolent of the yoga-Samiidhi. I have drawn the 
attention of the reader to the fact that in the entire 
body of the dialogue, Yoga is conspicuous by its 
absence. As for the word 'Nididhyiisitavyaha' where 
Vachaspati Misra smells the Yogic Dhyiina, it reveals 
itself to be perfectly innocent of this denotation or 
connotation, when the sentence is examined as a 
whole. For it runs thus: 

n) arnq("i.tT an mal: ~ ~ f .. re:Wlf~dai\ 
~~<4lrq ... j "i.tT an ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II 

"Atman alone, 0 Maitreyi, is to be seen, to be' heard, 
thought over and dwelt upon; by. seeing, thinking over 
and understanding of Atman, 0 my dear, all this becomes 
Known." Bt.2-4-5. 

Here it will be observed that the original word 
f"ffGE4I~4 ('Nididhyasana,) has been subsequently 
paraphrased by ~ rVijiian1l') which means to 
understand and Know. That this is the significance 
to be attached to this term is confirmed by a previous 
sentence in this connection: 

(~) ~ ~ ~: mn 11(11{ ;r: ~ ftIct 00 
~ CQI(9!u~lf'i W ~ 9 ~ f .. fGWHH~fd II 
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"And that Yiijiiavalkya said: '0 how dear is my wife! 
Your talk is most pleasing to me, come on and take your 
seat and I will explain it to you. Listen and understand 
while [ expatiate on the subject." Bf.2-4-4. 

Here it will be observed that the very word 
Nididhyiisana is employed to denote attentive 
listening and understanding the drift of what is 
spoken. 

62. We may now take up Vedic passages which 
refer to Yoga expressly. The Upanishad that arrests 
our foremost attention in this connection is the 
Svetasvatara wherein we read: 

(~) ~~1nfilcil4I1M4iullc~~~~: II 

:'That cause known through Siirizkhya and Yoga, 
knowing that Deva, one is liberated from all 
bonds." Sve. 6-13. 

Here Sathkhya and Yoga are expressly declared to 
be the means of Release. 

(~) fitm ~ ~ vmt · i~roi\qifui lffi1T ~ I 
~Rfcm;r.~~~u 
1iTO'i'r.{ ~ 11' ~: ~ m "IiruiiciliUq4\d I 
s@PfJ9i1if'4q ~ fcrIi:{ q iji(adi5iq=a: II 
~ ~ ~,i(iqfiiICiRjiiifqqfSla ~i<'i1(11Biqif~: I 
~ .... ~ ~ ~6iF"qidBiqU! ~" 

The second and the third of these Mantras (Sve. 2-
8, 9, 10) refer to Prii!liiyiima (control of breath) and 
Asana (posture) respectively. These practices are very 
much the same as those laid down by Pataiijali. But 

* Sarucara's reading is 'SiirizkhyayOgiibhipannam'. 
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that the result aimed at is quite different here is clear 
from the first verse which says: 

"After keeping the body erect and straight, and 
restraining the senses and detaining them by means of 
the mind in the heart, · the wise one should cross all the 
dangerous currents by means of the boat of 
Brahman." .sve. 2-8. 

It is obvious that it is not the mere ')uppression of 
the modifications of the mind that is aimed at; nor 
are the means confined to the usual eight steps of 
YOga, for Brahman is the chief means here. 

63. SaIikara expressly warns us that it is not the 
Sathkhya or the Yoga recommended in the schools 
named by these words that are meant in the text cited 
above; 

(~) ~ ~ .~ ijlfil4lallNQi'{' ~, ~ 
"ffir ~ arr.t if ijlfilcOal¥I<I~ ~ mmW: -
$('qqi,;aCt4'( II 

"As for the realization referred to in the text 'That 
cause attained through Siirirkh ya and YOga, it must be 
concluded that it is the Vedic Knowledge (of Atman) and 
the Vedic meditation that are denoted by the words 
Siirilkhya and Yoga, since that alone would be a mere 
direct reference in the context." SBh. 2-1-3. 

64. And now let us see if any other Upanishad 
refers to this ·Vedic' Yoga. We find the following 
texts in the Katha: 

(~) ~~S?l~ 
~~if~1 

Qr 1J11ffi ~s~
~. lIT rq~uu(qqq II 

"Nachiketas got this Knowledge as well as the way of 
Yoga as taught by Mrtyu, (the God of death). attained 
Brahman and became free from all the taint of actions 
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and from death. And so would he also become whoever 
Knows this Adhyatmic Truth." Ka. 6-18. 

[Here is a reference to Yoga as a means to the Knowledge of 
Brahman.] 

(~) at&:llfilcflill~ilq .. tct ~ tftU ~ ~ II 
"The wise one who knows that Deva through the 

attainment of the Adhyatma Yaga gets rid of elation and 
grief." Ka. 2-12. 

Here the YOga is specifically named Adh yatma 
Yoga (the YOga of Atman), implying that the Yoga is 
intended for those who would Realize the Atman 
taught in Vedanta. And the details of this Yoga are 
to be found in the following verses of the Katha 
Upanishad: 

(~) ~~ ~~SS(qf1~1 
~~~~~:II 
~ ~ SiI~H<1fJ,u'ij1I" ~ I 
~ ~ r.fq,uflfJ,uiUHt ~ II 

~. ~-n, ~l . 

"This Atman is hidden in all beings. and therefore 
does not show himself. But with the help of the keen 
concentrated subtle mind, He .can be seen by those who 
persist in the practice of observing the subtle 
entity." Ka. 3-12. 

For those that are extroverts, who identify 
themselves with the senses, this Atman is hidden, 
covered up with the Maya projected by Avidya. For 
the introverts, however, who habitually look within, 
and concentrate the mind, He reveals himself without 
difficulty. This process of looking within and 
concentrating the mind is detailed in the next verse: 
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"The discriminating aspirant should merge speech 
and other organs in the mind, and that mind in the 
intellect. This intellect should be dissolved in the 
individual self (or HiraI:lyagarbha's intellect) and that 
again in the Santa-Atman, the real Atman, free from all 
specific features.·· Ka. 3-13. 

85 

The senses, the common mind, the intellect, the 
individual self, are successively to be merged, the 
grosser in the more subtle, till at last everything else 
is seen to be one with the Real Self, hidden in all 
hci ngs. When all these apparent selves are realized 
to be merely appearances, and are finally dissolved 
into the Reality which is the substrate of all, that 
would be seen to be the aim of the whole process. 

65. It will be noted that this Yoga, elsewhere 
described in the Upanishad as firm holding of the 
senses (f~iWNR:lii!lI(O"'l 6-11), is no creative imagination 
Ii ke Upiisanii (meditation). It is an effort to see subtle 
I hings as they are as, for instance, the concentrated 
effort on the part of a scientist when he observes 
minute things through a microscope. On turning 
inwards and closely examining, the senses are seen 
10 be no more than functions of the mind (~ and 
1 hat the mind is nothing but the intellect (~ the 
determining aspect of the mind. The thoughts of a 
1 hinker are then discerned to be the thinker himself. 
This thinker again is really the Universal Atman who 
is the changeless Witnessing Principle in each one of 
us. 

66. This Adhyatma Yoga has been designated as 
Dhyiina Yoga in the Bhagavadglta. It would be 
profitable to quote the relevant Slokas here: 
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lR: ~i~M~q« ~ ,fdtjild41 I 
~1R:~~~~11 
~ ~ f.wmr If.WlJ('1qf~~'(1 
~ r .. 4U!dGltii04Ci ilW ~ II 
)I¥II·M=t('i ~ mfir;t t&9'dQ'(1 
~ ~ ~dQQi~q'(lI 
~ ~ '4ltft fCllldCii~q: I 

~ i6i~~~yqf4;ij ~ II G. 6-25 to 28. 

The same process of merging the senses in the 
mind, and the mind (in all its aspects) in Atman is 
summarized here. The Yogin is said to wash off all 
dross of foreign thought and contact Brahman 
(li6i~w~h{) without any difficulty by dint of constant 
practice. And the ultimate result of this concentrated 
Yoga, is the Realization of the Atman described in 
the Upanishads: 

~d~i4ltiiI4 ~ ~ I 
~ <lPI 9'ffilfflI • ~: II 
"One who has attained the balanced mind through 

Yoga, sees the Atm~n in all beings and all beings in the 
Atman, for he sees th:' same Reality everywhere." 

G.6-29. 

"One who treats a well-wisher, a friend, an encmy, a 
neutral person, a mutual friend, a hatcful person, or a 
rdative, a saint or a sinner with the same regard is really 
the best of yogins." G.6-9. 

[This is the best test in empirical life through which one 
can satisfy oneself as to whether or not he has been a perfect 
yogarii<;lha.J 
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67. We have now exhausted almost all the 
fundamental concepts according to SaIikara. The two 
most primary concepts of all are the concept of 
Alman and that of Avidya. The discussion of the 
nmcept of Atman, starts from the generic idea of the 
"mpirical self, and ultimately leads the critical 
"nquirer to the axiomatic notion of the Paramatman 
Of Mahan Atman who is the Universal Witnessing 
Consciousness or Brahman, as is evidenced by the 
.Iyotirbriihmafla of the BrhadaraIiyaka which 
l'xpatiates on the subject in the form of a narration 
of the dialogue between King lanaka and 
Yagiiavalkya 

The sage Yagfiavalkya initiates the King into the 
mystery of the concept of Atman by saying that even 
when all the external lights are extinguished, it is the 
I.ight of Atman alone that continues to serve as the 
g.lIioe for all human procedure in life. The first set of 
questions and answers there, is as follows:-

(~) (fi(I1f ~ ~Sli ~: ~ iteJ"d~1fd: 
!Jm: ~ ~: ~ ~q;lqjRiHfd ~ ~ ~ 
~ m ~ Hlq;qfdRilqfd ~ ~ II 

"Question: Which is that Atman? 

Answer. He who is of the nature of Consciousness 
muong the Prii!las (or the organs of sense) and is the 
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Light within the heart. Identifying himself with the mind, 
he traverses both the regions. He thinks as it were, and 
moves about as it were. Becoming indeed a dreamer, he 
crosses beyond, this region and transcends the forms of 
death." Br.4-3-7. 

Here is a clue to the fact that Atman does not really 
own the aggregate of the body and the senses which 
make him mortal; for he transcends this mortal coil 
so soon as he enters the dreathland. After 
subsequently showing how every soul that goes into 
the state of deep sleep, crosses beyond ignorance, 
desire and action and extricating itself fr-om the toils 
and moils of mundane life it is beyond all desire and 
grief (atliijijilQQltciijilQq<fl14 W\<fII:oij('{ V. ~-1.9-~ V even 
through this temporary merging in Brahman (4-3-32) 
- and after narrating the vicissitudes of the 
transmigratory soul, the sage finally concludes:-

(~) ~ CIT ~ ~ amqr~S1]ffi's11it ~S1W t 
'QITs1W it t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II (~-~-~,,) 

"This great unborn Atman indeed is unaging, undying, 
immortal Brahman. Brahman, as is well-known, is 
fearless. Verily whosoever knows It thus, becomes the 
fearless Brahman indeed." 

Br·4-4-25. 

The other concept, to wit, that of A vidya, is unlike 
the concept of Atman, only a concession to the naive 
mind w4ich longs to attain final Release. A vidya, 
according to Sankara, is as we have already seen, the 
instinctive notion of me and mine entertained by all 
human beings·owing to the mutual superimposition 
of the Self ~nd the non-Self. Nobody suspects it to be 
ignorance till the Sastra and a Vedantic teacher 
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discloses its delusive nature. The concept is a device 
employed by the Upanishads for the purpose of 
teaching the Truth. All other concepts such as 
causation, creation, Isvara, spritual discipline 
including Sannyasa and Yoga and the validity of the 
Sruti itself as a means of right Knowledge as well as 
the distinction between the empirical and the 
transcendental views, all these presuppose the 
concept of Avidya. There can be no talk of the 
Science of Vedanta, or of the relation of a master 
and the pupil aspirng for a course of instruction in 
that Science without the concept of A vidya as the 
prius. The moment one rises to the mental level of 
Vidya which discloses the true nature of Brahman 
as the only Reality, all these concepts are invalidated 
and the Intuition of the non-dual Brahman alone 
remains as the eternal Truth and Reality in one. 

Om Tat Sat 
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